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/

PRODUCTION

An increase of the in-process inventory resulted in the output of AiSi fuels

being slightly below forecast. Operation of the plant continued at a level of

teA__llnes per day throughout Jam_ry.

• Manufacturing yields exceeded the forecast but dropped slightly from the record

high attained in December due to an Smcz_ase in rejects attributed to the ALSi

slopover problem.

The inventory of finished fuels increased to an equivalent 2.9 month supply

based upon projected reactor usage°

At month end the inventory of bare cores reflected a 1.7 month supply.

An input of 16.4 tons in the Coextrusion Process resulted in 135 extrusions,

of which 18 were primary billets.

ENGINEERING

Present R_actor _h_els

A total of twelve regular production I&E fuel elements failed in reactors dur_ S

January (four nattu'al and eight enriched). _is less favorable trend is serious,
particularly because of the increased incidence of enriched "hole" failures.

Earlier examinations of failures of this type indicated that these ruptures ar_
caused by coolant entry t_ough small defects in fuel element end closures.

Additional "hole" type ruptures are schedul.=d for Radlometallua_gy examination

to assure the rupture mechanism is unchanged. Improvements underway which are

" expected to reverse this trend are: Increases _n the quench pressure from 40 psig

to 80.-90 psig to f_n_her suppress cap braze clo_ure voids; further optimization

of the canning cycle; conversion to DC _nd closure welding; and the installation
of VI'-4 braze closure Integrity tester;= Other studies will also be made to more

precisely determine the sources of braze Ix.rosity _d appropriate corrective
° measures will be taken.

The second production Model UT-4 tester has been delivered to the 313 production
facility, r_le UT,-4 prototype, which waz, installed i.nthe AISi Pilot Plant has been

operational for about two weeks a,nd no significant ope---t_ -,-•-_,.._,_difficulties have
. been encountered.

Low ripple DC ,power supplies for conversion of existing production welders from AC

. to DC c_nTent are under test and two tults have been installed in the 313 produc-
tion facility _

Approximately 310 tons of alloyed ding_t uranium are being irradiated _-_ t_m old

reactors and 1088 tons have been discharged at goal. In addition, 104 tons are

being irradiated in the;K Reactors. In_l.uding the three natural alloyed dingot

L
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ruptures ,(one core split and two unclassified) this month, a total of 19 dingot
ruptures _ve occurred to d_te under the program to evaluate dingot uranium for

unrestricted use. Both of the unclassified ruptures show evidence of transverse

and longitudinal splitting of the cores. The dingot rupt_re s_tained in B

2eactor and an incipient rupture from the same charge are scheduled for Radio-

metallurgy examination, It is felt that examination of the incipient rupture
may l_eveal the failure mecha,nism i.n_erent in these m_ptures, Examination of

. "two dingot transferse core failuxe_, which occurred in F Reactor d_ir_ October,
1961, show no evidence of end closure defects which might have pe.rmltted coolant

entry. Since no unusual fusl clr_ddir_ corrosion is evident# core quality is

suspected as the major contributing ca.use of failure. Sectioning of these cores
has shown evidence of both craztug and cracking on the in'term_l stu_face,, These

cracks are currently being examined at high m%gnification to determine the

mechaniam of their formation o The chemical composition of these cores is also
being analyzed,

The first overbore fuel rupttu'e was experience_d at an exv._sur,2of 631 MWD/T.

' Damage to the support _ils duri_._ c_rging apparently resulted in inadequate
_. support during _rradiatlon and f.%ilure from _c_ele.rated corrosion resulted. Be-

cause of this ruptt&re, and evidence of c.ha.rg_ngdamage and/or possible deficiencies
"in rail strength indicated in other pieces discharged, 325 overbore fuels with

rails 72 mils high and 40 mils thick have been sized down to a 65 rail rail height.
_ree hundred fifteen overbore fuel elements _ve also been fabricated with re,-

! designed rails 65 mils high ,_ud 45 mils thick. The later rail design will be used

on an Jmterim %k_sis unti.l,r_ter.... charging problems are alleviated or until justi-
fication developes for' fua_ther increases in :rall strength.

The status of the alternate aluminum ¢.l_,ddlng?omponent evaluation progr_ reforms

essentially unchanged, A total of ten non--buml_r rupttures have occur'red in vendor

"H" clad fuel elements and two in vendor "B" clad fuel. elements as compared to
six non-bumper ruptures in the control material for each vendor.

Zrradi_tion of 62 tubes of nickel-_l_ted fuel elements in the 105 DR Reactor _ve

reached an exposure of 950 to 1050 _D/T. C_,,alexpostu'e i_ l&.OO MWD/T_ Eighteen
-_ tubes were discharged dub-ing January and one tube e_ch of fuel elements with 0.5

rail thick nickel plate and 0.2 mil plate were visually examined immediately after
discharge. "Hot spot" pa.tten_s were observed on one ._f the fuel elements from

each of the tubes examined_ 'iT_enickel plate was _:_hi__D_ stud integral in the bn.re

areas where the scale had sloughed off on both the "hot spot" fuels and the others
examined. Small blisters were observed ":none fuel element f_'om each tube but no

_ appreciable amo_nt of nickel was detached° Ch.ara.cteristic clrcumfe_.ntial hair

line cracks were observed on fuel elements from 'bc_thtubes except in the two "hot

- spot" areas. No nickel sloughing or aluminum corrosion appeared to result from
" these cracks. }lib _crazches were more prominent on the 0.2 mil then on the 0.5

mil plate. Readily visible aluminum corrosion in these scratches indicated tl'mt

nickel had been abraded during charging_ Following preliminary examination in the
' 105 DR basin, t_ fuel elements were e_posed to a hea_y concentration of decontamin-

: ation compo_md in the C basin and gross sloughing of nickel plate occurred. Further

examination of the fuels with the "hot spots" indicated t_mt the nickel remained
intact in t_m two "hot spot" area_, This behavior cor_finns e,_rlier evidence that

increasing the time and/or temperature of the post-platlng heat treating may further

=
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improve plate adherence. Although a rupture had been suspected in one of these
fuel elements, no confirmatory evldenc_ was fou_id.

Nickel plating of about 700 K-size enriched nickel-plated fuel elements was

completed_ Approximately 700 O-siz_ fuel elements were canned in aluminum com-

ponents plated externally and internally with nickel.

A production run to produce 300 hot press fu_l _lem_nts for i_radiatlon was com-

' pleted. _sting and evaluation will be. completed in February.

k'valuation of 661 $'ylcor hot press fuel elements is complete except for' destructive

e_amination of the samples for d.iffusion thickness and continuity of "the nickel

bond layer.

The hydraulic power unit for the hot die sizing press was received. Assembly of
the. end bonding press is in progress. Delive.r-£of the pre-heat furnace is expected

in February. Design and procurement of auxiliary tools and equipment Rs being

expedited. Fabricat:ion of di<: and die cas,=s i_ about 75 percent complete.

Small scale tests in t.he Battelle Memorial Institute pressure bonding facility

demonstrate tl_t acceptable bonding of IL_PO fuel elements can be achieved at a

pressure of 10,O00 psi at 500o0 on a _30-minute cycle. A proposal has been pre-

pared for further development work st BMI ,,

As part of the Quality Certification !.)rogr_mthe dimenslonal instability and warp
c_mracteristJcs of regtular producti,_u fu<-] _':re be_n studied. Pertinent items of

interest follow: _ael quality _0s me_,sure,'_'by s%%tist.ics is highly variable with

time; a rar_k coeffic..ient of 0.80 'has been determ:.ned be%ween w%rp and percent "hot,

spots" on normal production fuel; s:.n,t_-M_y 1960 a. dramatic, but unexpla.haed re-
duction in warp )._s occurred; fuel _i_mgnt_ t,:.ndto swell In the middle during

irradiation causi.r_ a barrel-shai_d proi'ile] _, decrease in total bond count has

been observed over the test period.

_- N Reactor 9h_els

The high exposure test consisting of five 23-inch enriched inner tube elements in

KER Loop _._ is operating satisfa,ctorily, Pros ant _xposure is abouIt 1980 MWD/T
with a goal exlx)sure of 3000 5_4D_'T.

Five 23-inch enriched inner tub: _l m,.;.ntscomprisin4; t.h_-warp test h%ve reached

an expos_me of 650 MWD/T t,oward a O_,i ex-I>_'.-_eof i000 FfWD/T. Loop difficulties
imve partly negated the value of this test 9.nd a re._._,, test is pla.m_ed

Fuel elements for the "cruX" t_st and the t,._I_.:"ed er_d closure test are ready for

charging.

_._n , rt. N fu_l siz,_ and are exl_cted to be• KER Loops #3 and #4 are now being '_" v" _ _c
on the l_me about March i_ 1962. Fabri,.:9,tionof 54 NPR prototypic assemblies

[] for Loops #3 and #4 are nearly complete. Ini[_._lly it is p]_a_med to charge two
prototypic fuels in each loop to test loop mod.l.fications. It is then plarmed to
charge ten prototypic _PR fuel. a_.sembili_s in each iccp for full.-scale testing.
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These will, represent the first full size prototypic N fuel assemblies irradiated

under test conditions similar to those proposed for the N Reactor.

Three tubes of K-size coextruded I&_ elements are now under irradiation, Each

tube contains 45 fuel elem.nts. One tube of K-slze I&E 2 fuels %_s discharged iu

December at an exposure of 1057 MWD/T.

As discussed in o _ '_:pr_.v._o_=monthly re;_,rts the N-out,_:r_%ndthe N-inner bil].et

• supplies are short because of uranium quality problems at _tional Lead of Ohio,

T_he National Lead-Bridgeport Br_.ss combine is scheduled to begin del[verles of

N-outer billets in March and N-inner billets in April. In t_he interim period,

" N-inner billets from the HAPO inventory and from N_tlonal Lead's machining of
: the primary extrusion stock origi.n_ting from the CY 1961 casti_ campaign should
,, meet the coextrusion schedule°

_ Bridgeport Brass Co. tested their re-lnstalled ingot pre-heat furnace and ex-

',_ trusion press during January. Both are operating satisfactorily and a total of

_, 16 natural _,,u-aniumingots were extruded. M_chlning _nd inspection of these ex.-
"ii trusions have not yet been completed by NI_,
'!

"! S_kedown tests of the National Lead of Ohio new casting facility in Plant 9 'were

@

'_I underway at the end of the month. The new faaility will cast larger ingots than

_.,I have been produced previously (28" vs. 22").

_j_ The temporary waiver on the ma×:l_nn carbcu l_ait for uranium billets was extended
, from tl_ original termination dat_ of Janusr5" 31 to M_rc1_ 1.5, 1,962 in order to

_, gain more information prior to estabi=_h:ing _ permanent specification.

:i
_ National Lead of Ohio employed hotter melt'ing cy_l_s in December for producing

_i ingots for _rimary extr_mion at HAPO. ,_:,u_u£ficientd_t,_ has been gained fr_m the
extrusion and machining of this mater-ta! to determine whether the hotter meltlmg
cycles _ve reduced the pitting problem.

!i

The _manituu billet spe.cific,,_t_onis be i_o rewritten in ,':.neffort to establish

closer controls on bc.th th_ fabric_,tion procsss and _he final product, A sounder,

_I_ more reproducible billet should result.

{_ The structure and properties of 'i_ni _n b_il _t3 _r_? c _nsi.d_?_d to be the ma,ior

vBriables affecting the qu_lity of ,;oextrusion_ E.._.nsive tests and develolxuent

are undem_y or planned and involve he_,t tre&=m;.n$.,a,iLoyi._ and hot working of
the uranium.

Currently there are no app_.r_nt *-_ .....,,'_,._._._u...._,_problems concer_'_ingth.e cladding s.bells,

• A fourth vendor, Wah Ch_j_, is in %..heproc_ss_ of qua,lifylr_ as a cladding shell
fabricator.

, Fuel element supports continue to be _ pro_.l:->mbut of _ecreasing m_t,_d_. Abn_t

3000 outer tube supports ]_._ve_n fabrlca_.,_ an'_ aPl_%r sound. Locking clips

are in production. [_e first production lots of I000 Inner tube supports should
be shipped early in Febr_._y0,

Copper can welding modifications for bil:let £os_mbly h_-,v'ebeen ma.de and this part

of the process has been significantly improved. .

OEr"
,!
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Forty-two primary extrusionz have b_n made tc date, at H_PO and 18 additioiBl

ingots are on site. These 18 wf±± ce ex_ruaed early tn February. Machining of
these extrusions has progressed very well, and of the 42 ingots extruded, 26

l_ve been fully machined to produce 28-inch full-size billets.

The reject rate for outer tube-inner clad variation is approximately )40 percent of

the production n_terial tested. The cause for this variation is believed to be
the low Work history of the inner bor: ef th+ _uter tube billet. Aaaitlonal work

• can be introduced in the lD billets by many methods, however, the evaluation of

these methods can only be m_d_ by p:rforming tests, Evaluations of some of these

tests are being made .in the HAP() priraary extrusions. Tests to date include: up-

' setting oversize l.D.'s and c:h,il].iz_gof the I,D. prior to extrusion with copper
drill blocks or _old n_%ndrels. The rest&Its of these tests _re not complete, but

most of "the data, should be a.vaiLabl9 the last week Ln Febr_,ry.

N outer tube wall thickness control has been improved substantially be reduction

in ram speed to 1,4 inches per minute and raising 'the graphite cut-off temperature.

to i170°_,' (631°C).

Reactor ann.lysis studi_s or. the w_._,rpcf N fuel piec_ ha_ cliimir_,tsdin an effective

method for predicting the,m_gnitud_ of the c_uange ._nw_rp d_ring beta heat 'treating.

Negotiation of DDR-137 with the General A_trometa!s Corporation has been completed.

This contract covers the development of powder me ta,llturg?yfabrication techniques

for NPR braze closure rings, Braz_ rings ma,_.eb_ the N_[[ pressed chip method have
also been ordered s_d will "De evalu_t=']o

Occ-%sio.nallya cs,p-core bon_ is broken by the T.I.Go finish welding operation.

An intensive .i/'_vestigationAs tunder_ay to further ev,,_luatethe pa._ameters which

prevent or enhance the forma,tion of _n integro! _._ntermetallic compound layer which

is necessary to guarantee max_m_ bond str,_.xl_th,,

_he fifth test lot of ga,s pr_,s:_urebonaea end clostures, the first to which copper

had been added %o reduce a bond b:.t,_e_'athe Zir_-]1oy-2 ¢l_ddlng and Zircaloy-2

cladding, ring_ have been exann.n--:d.Th_ oc,nd qbu_,ii_y_s poor because of

deficiencies in the copper pilate. Improve,i m_t.h.[m_,sof'copper plating are under

study. These include: vapor del._sLtJ?::of cepl_r and s,_fa,e,e de;_positionby

gaseous decomposition of c,:pl_r a.'-<_tyl_,_,=t._naleo

PerfoYm_ance of the exte,rnal bond te_+.=r'_for N fu::Is ha,s been improved through

the use of 15 megacycle lithit_'nsulphur- t.rensdu(;vrs.

Recent difficulties with th__ ::l,_.ddini_thickness t,_,t w,-re corrected with the in-

. stallation of new eddy curren_ _oil,s in i;h_ t-'_t pro,bcs.

Ultrasonic inspection of cuter zi,rqDni_m components Imve shown a technique ca_ble

• of detecting grain size variations, ,AdoI:_;i,._n-f this test as a regular inspection

test is bei_%g pursued.

Beneficial use of the ]05 KE basin nonde strucLive tes1_ir_ equipment is placed at

June, 1962.

J i i, Ti i I IIIIII' I I i L .... ' lr • _ i• --
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Investigations are unde_y to dete_min_ whether _tltrasonic velocity measure-

ments in uranium can be used as a nondestructive method of assuring beta
transformation of N fuel.

Internal friction measurements utilizing ultrasonic methods have proven success-

ful in detecting hydrided zirconium and development of a standard testlr_

technique is underway.

An integ1_ted data collection system for NPR fuels is believed necessary as a part

of systematic NPR fuel element control _.nd development. A punched card system,

with sufficient capacity to e_qoand or contrac_t with the business, appears to be

an effective solution. The details of th_ proposed system are reported in HW-72431,
I!

"A Data System for NPR Fuels, by i. To H_gieo

GENERAL

No failures of AISi fuels in the autoclaves occurred during January.

Installation of the four new autoclaves in the Coextrusion Shop was completed.

PERSONNEL STATISTICS

Number of employees as o£ December 31:,!961 .......... 855

Number of employees as of January 31:1962 ........... 855

Exempt Nonexempt Total

General 1 1 2

Manufacturing 92 384 476

Engineering 45 28 73
F inanc ial 14 8 22

Plant Facilities 39 242 281

Employee Relat ions 1 0 1

TOTA.I. ].._2 663 855

Employment January De cembe r

Additions: Exempt 5 1

Nonexempt 1 5
-6- --g-

Reductions: Exempt 4 5

Nonexempt 2 6
. -g- i-i-



The additions to the roll were two engineers, a _nager-Emp!oyee Relations,

an MTP rotational engineer, a Tech Grad rotational engin_-er, and a transfer
from IPD to fill a new nonexempt Job.

The reductions included an engineer (resignation), an MTP engiz_eer (rotated),

a Manager_ Engineering (transferred to APED), an engineer (transferred to CPD),
a transfer to CE&UO (on request for trausfer):_ and a military leave.

STAFF
.--.=..........

General Manager, Fuels Preparation Departmen_ R.L. Dickeman

Manager, Manufacturing Operation W.N. Mobley

Acting Manager, Engineering Operation J.T. Stringer

Manager, Financial Operation W= S. Roe

Manager, Plant Facilities Operation E. Hilgeman

Manager, Employee Relations C_ 00 Steinnagel

Effective Jan_ry 15; 1962, Mr. Jo To Stringer was appointed Acting Manager,

Engineering. Mr. L. Ho McEwen transferred to APED_ San Jose, California.

P_I_ S_4MARY - JANUARY 1962

All persons engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to restL].tin

inventions, or discoveries, advise that_ to the best of their knowledge and

belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work

• during January except as listed below° Such persons further advise that,
for the period therein covered by this report_ notebook records, if any,

kept in the course of their work !_ave been e_mined for possible inventions
or discoveries.

"Ultrasonic Vibration of Liquid h_talso ''
.................... By Ro Eo Rowley

"A Method for Holding a Cylindrical Objec_

While Tu_ing or Positioning_"
.................... By C. Ho Allen

" Ge.neral Manager

Fuels ,Preparation D_partment

• RL Dickeman: mkm
g

A-9
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MANUFACTURING OPERATION

_URRENT OPERATIONS

_oduction

_tatistics

NORMAL ENRICHED
"_8" 0 0

Soli_____d_ _ _ By_mper C K _ ___er Total
,ttrrentMonth's Production

mceptable Fuel Ele-
ments Produced (Tons) - 0.i 397.3 35.8 150.9 0 39.3 7oi 27.1 657.6

% of _recast
Production - - 170 26 Ii0 - 85 51 123 98@0

,%Lm._ of Forecast
for Current Qaarter - - 170 26 ii0 - 85 51 123 98.0

m % of Past 3 Month's
Average Production - - 141 25 210 - 89 51 104 101,0
m _ of Ps.st12 Month's
Average Production - - 157 21 302 - 89 30 80 lO0_0
of Forecast Achieved
Last Fiscal Quarter - 107 ll3 97 82 56 105 109 141 103o0
of Forecast Achieved
Last 4 Fiscal Quarters - i13 106 i03 i00 80 i00 i01 96 104.0

_eratin_ Efficiency

"arrent Month (%) 95.693.0
brecast (%)
_evious Month (_) 9"[.1

_m.ufacturingYie_l.d_

_rrent Month (_) - - 91 90 87 - 94 85 90
,brecast (%) - 88 88 88 82 88 88 88 82
_evious Month (%) - 95 93 90 91 92 95 - 89

•re Uranium Available 891
for Processing (Tons)

,_InishedProducts in 1565
Storage (Tons)

,_ecial Products Finished 199
(_ces) _oIA 98.5
_anium Utilization

,ifr.... ]............lr........... 1'_I .... ' i,n,lllI r....... " '¢III1,r,,'m,_'I_Ip.......a_,,,,,,,,$,_iIiI_,rqI,ll,I"l'IT,rIl,,l[le"rael_llI,'eg!l!l"',,llr""l_wr'z"lllrF_l'I'zllil"Ifl'



Production

Pls_t Operation - AISi

Both the manufacturing yields 8_d efficiency remained at relatively high

-, levels during January; however, output was slightly less than forecast

due to a higher in-process inventory at month end. Ten canning lines were

in operation throughout the month°
L

The production yield foz. ei ght,-.inchI&E normal material during January was

less than for December. This was primarily due to an increase in the AISi

slopover reject rate. The various causes of the AiSi slop has not been
determined. It is known that in most cases an AISi slop prone condition

is set by a combination of factors and not by any single factor. These
factors are (i) sleeve,-.canmating, (2) sleeve preparation, and (3) cann-

ing conditions. Extensive studies are presently being done to learn more

concerning the_e factoz._ and means by which they c_m be controlled.

Output from the bumper welders increased over the December experience and
were as follows_

_January, 1961 To-Date
Nat,_ral Enriched Natural Enriched

FPD Produced 151 ZT "817 _97

IPD Charged 89 21 496 45o
Finished Inventory 321 47 32%1 47

Average Welding Yield 94_ 92%

Machining and canning of solid li%hium-alumlnum pieces was completed on

the available rod stock° At month end, leak and radiograph testing re-
mained on a portion of the csrnued mateTial as well as recovery and re-

canning of a small number o_ e%_,q_.e._ fa._ec.tso

There were no autoclave fail_re_ of A1Si P_ocess fuels during Jsaua_j.

The inventory of finished _.h_el elemer:t_ at month end. reflected an equivalent
2,9 month supply based upon pro_ec.ted reactor usaEe o

The month end inventory of ba._,_ cores, reflected a 1.7 month supply based
upon projected fuels process needle:.

The following pieces were pro_:e_ad through the 9A_el Recovery facilities

during January:
t

• 8" Normal I&E ].5,951

6" Enriched I&E 3,264
Water Mix 1,864

[[btal 21,079

Two shipments containing a total of 56 tons of natural and enriched scrap,
including NPR defective billet.r-_and tube scrap, were shipped. In addition,

one car of empty boxes was shipped.

B-2
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Plant_tion - Coextrusion

A total input of 16.4 tons tc the process resulted in 54 NOT and 38 NIT extrusions
being produced during January. Forty-three additional extrusions were produced
for engineering process development work, of which eighteen were primary billets.

- Following is a total throughput for the major operations in the Shop:

!nners Outers

- Extrusion 3_ _--
Cutup 471 664
Chemical Milling 705 588
Braze 701 242
Heat Treat 514 184
Machining 484 162
Vacu-Blast 365 401
Welding 348 398
Bond & Clad Test 173 414
Support Weld 17 22
Autoclave 17 22

Surface roughness rejects at chemical milling increased during the month. Etching
differences in uranium and "leakers" have been the contributing factors•

M_nufacturlng En_ineerin_

zes__i _ cl  o ects

CAF-847 New Fuel Cladding Facili_
Scheduled Actual

Design i00 i00
Construction 100 100

.Installationof the sprinkler system was completed and accepted. Installa-
tion of the autoclaves has been completed with minor exceptions.

Repairs to the chem bay mezzanine floor were completed by the contractor.

Autoradiograph film developing equipment has been installed and is operating
satisfactorily°

CGF__B___ection 9hel Element .Modifications_313 _ilding
Scheduled Actual

•

Design i00 i00
Construction 82 82

The purchase order has been placed on the mechanical portion of the third
ultrasonic welder. _he p1_rchaseorder for the electronic portion of this
unit is in process. , .

The manual welder for,rejects has been installed.

DEC SSE[
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CGF_9.__ _.stez_.___
Scheduled ._tual

Design 100 100
Construction _2 52

. One t_r-4tester has been installed and is being debugged.

Miscellaneous E u_ ment

The. ne_ Acma Gridley lathe has been rec_.ived and is being instslled in a
semi-temporary location in the AiSi Shop.

RequIBitions have been Issue_i;or major components of the criticality alarm
system.

Design of the _ower supply for th_ 3'716E_ilding ham been completed.

Drafting work which was completed follows:

New Dra_ nge 81
Revised Drawings 91
Small Ch_rt_ 33
Lar_ Charts 1
Miscellaneous 58

Completed duplicating work:

Xeros _,_stersPrepared 626
,_, _ti l.ithImpressions 355,9'68

I 0zalid Copies Ii,2_
._ 914 Copier Copies 11,133

i
i

Operating efficiency for January .droppedr_lightlyb_iow the record high attained
in December but was significantly hlgher than forecast _out 75 percent of the

i downtime was attributed to equipment outages. The major contrlbutor_ to the

- canning line downtime wer_ ';,.he quench machines.

Difficulties with the rail alignment mechanisms on the bumper welders have r_ducad
• efficiemcy as well am being the zmin contributors to the reduction in _leld.

|
| Gn Jauuary 31, 1962_ aa Ajax furuace , located in the metal z_covery area, failed

due to metal penetration tkrough the cross chazm_elinto tl_ in,_uctiomcoil in the
lower hearth. %_oi_lower hearth has been in service slig_tly less than thr_e

| months and is the third _remature lower hearth failure on furnaces located in the
| r_,cov_zvarea during the l_st six months.

_J
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Recently the manufacturer of the vibrators used on the caumlng Jacks changed
the material sp_cificatzons for the body of the vibrator from cast iron to
alumirnum. As a result of this change, we have been experiencing a great many
premature vibrator failures. The temperature coefficient of ex_pausionon the
aluminum body is much greater than the steel ball race, and as a result, the
race turns during operation causing small pa'zticlesof aluminum to break

' loose and.fall into the race. This in tu_u reduce_ the vibrational output of
the vibrator. The manufacturer has been contacted and has agreed to supply
vibrators with tee cast iron body for our operation.

o

Pressure bell and basket,alignment p4roblemscontinued 'torepresent the major
portion of the quench machine downtime and is due to the lack of stability in
the basket bushings. The problem of AISi plugging the p_essure bells has
continued to be a problem; however, a method of cleaning the bells without
disassembly has reduced the maintenance time required for removal of the AlSi.

A device to replace the soap tank for the ultrsmonic _lders is now in the
process of being evaluated and modified. This piece of equipment will make
available the present space no_,_ occupied by the soap tamk.

_ accountability procedure for SF material in the AISi process was prepared
early ly._the month, The p_'ocedurewould reduce accountability paper work by
procesiJingall transactions and reports through the IBM-7090 computer. More
definitive procedures and specific methods were proposed to improve over-all
physical control of SF material. Discussior_son the details of the proposal
appear to be possible during the first week in February.

Linear programming was successfully used to produce the J_auary forecast.
_e basic assumptions utilized by the production planner and five additional

variations were processed. T_neoutput showed considerably leSSrovertime than
was required by the manual method._ Programming difficulties caused a seven

I day delay in obtaining results, lt appear_ that no .futuredelays of tkisnat_Ire_ill occur. In additlon, review of results indicate a chs_ge in"penalty

assignments" is necessary to place,excess inventories in normal products rather

_ them in enriched products.
I
i Canning control charts were put into use on January ii, 1962, The controlcharts will provide two-hour feedback data on AR..NS,AR-Other, sA_dCPR rejects

by canning line. By the use of the control charts, an out..of-processcondition

I can be located quickly and attempts made to determine and correct the _ause ofthe problem° lt is also expecte_.lthat the control charts _.rillresult _n all
_I_ personmel associated with the canning operation having the opportunity to

follow the results of their work more c].osely,correct their problems, and

i keep the procesB under better control,Use of d_ penetrant techmique_ to detec..t._d measure braze li_e voids before
weldd_n_was evaluated. RestS.tsshowed that dye penetraats cs_ res_lilydetect
braze vo.tdstoo small to be seen by visual examination° Further_ this techni-

i que warnable to determine if the voids wer_ less than .015'_deep or greater

than .OpO deep. Correlation bergen dye ,_tainareas and intermediate void
_ depth_ was not possible. U_e of _y'e penetz'autsdoes not affect subsequent

,," r, ,,a ,?i, la .r, 'I' .... a' .... _lr r_,, arn_ 'I_ 111rllRP'r_' , ,r '"_I_, " 'l_llill ' IIHII
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welding quality for shallow voids, Since void depths in the range of .015"

to .050" are of particular interest in. weld quality studies, dye penetrants

are of limited value° E_ey can, hoverer, be used to detect shallow voids and

voids extending to the base of the weld melt area,

A test was run to determine ii' B and C Process aluminum components (except Li-

. Al I&E components) could be cl_.aned in the au.tomatic cap and can machine under

F Process Speciflcatlons_ ,Such components are presently being cleaned in the

manual cleaning llne in Spe.t_.ial'EToducts_ q._e te_t showed that cleanliness

, and welding characteristics of components cleaned under _ Process Specifications

to compare equslly or favorably to those: cleaned under existing B and C Process

Specifications. A temporary stanlard will be i._ued to permit the cleaning of
all B and C Process Components (except Li-Al I&E components) in the cap and cs_1

machine under F Process Specifications.

Coext_xsion

' A sample of an as-extrud_.d inn,=:r tube examined in the laboratory was found to

have unusuel uranium structure for a_,._.ext_,_e.i_mterial. X-Ray diffraction

study shows that except for _ome (ii0) plane texture, this uranium had con-
sidersblc, beta _haracteri_t_.cso Metallographlc examination revealed that the

. specimen shows snail, suboograins in the grain _tructure, which is characteristic
_, of beta trsnsfo=med mate.rial, _l_uisdemon_trat._._ that it appears to 'be possible

_ that a combinaticr of r-c_ns_ed and temperat_r.e dl_'..Ingextrusion can affect
grain structure, As a res ul_ of the flniing._ con=.erning this specimen as well
as to learn more of the efrect of coex_r'u_ion variable_, Fuel_ Engineering is

scopiug a study of historical coextr-_.lon samples having a variety of extru-
" sion variables.

A truck card that will provide information to relate reject information with

_ processing date, operator, and machine, for_ mo_t of the processing steps, was

put into use on Januaz3r 23., The c.a_i} will also reduce the possibility of

= fuel elements by=pa_sing an in_p_: on _+a, _o,.oo_lew form_ _or recording

assembly _u'_dinspection data for ,_aqhlne pro.:e_'_.ngare being used at:

=

= 1 Billet a-_.._'nbly
_. Pre-milling in_p_.."tion

3o Length i_,_pe,.t_on

4o Chem milling

= 6. Non._de_tru" tlve te_t.._ng

- On January 9._ the end cap br.aze operation wa_ shut do_ u_til better temperature

controlling and recordd.ng stability could. be. obtained. Several tests were made
. using thermocoupled fuel tubes an_ _everal change_ were ma._e_ but the problem

. ' still existeG to some degree,. Sin(.e an automatic temperature cycle could not

be satisfactorily obtained, Station. A was _et up for.manual control. A factory

representative is here assisting "_ith correction of the probl.em. Indications
are that modification made thu_ far to the existing controllers will solve the

problem, A coil alignment device was in_.talled and will mlleviate a coil align-

ment problem. Also, two of the manufacturlng maintenance personnel have suggested
a new coil holding device which _ril,lspeed coil changing time, provide better

adjustment and. improve electrical and water connections.

_ '_"
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Heat treating was down two days for installation of a hot water rinse tank.
Thls has improved operating conditions in this area studhas permitted the major
portion of the area to be released as a berylli_nnzone. No inculcationsof
moisture carry-over to chloride bath has been noted. Heat treat was out of
service two additional days for the In_tallation of a lO,O00 cim roof exhaust
fan. 1_e faa is not scheduled tc,be put into service until thermocouple tests

• are run to determine _he fang'seffect on element cooling rates.

Installations were compl_ted on four new autoclaves which "wereaccepted after
undergoing the normal tests_ A representative from the vendor investigated
the "cold bottom" p_'oblemof the auto_laves. Recommen&ations were made to
invert and lower the bottom zone heate:___, repositlon #3 thermocouple, add two
heaters to the bottom zo_e, and make minor changes to the controls° These
changes have been completed, but the effectiveness of the changes has not as
yet been evaluated.

A fire occurred at i_55 PM on January 15 when a ga9 engine portable welder be-
longing to J. Ao Jones burned° The welder was being used for changing guy
cables on the chemical ex_hauatstack on the building roof. The welder was
located I0 to 15 feet from the building outdoor _ubstation_ The paint on the
transformer was burned, but after shuttlng do_a%the substation and inspection
no other damage wa_ found° The t:r_foz_ner and _ires were clesned and the
substation put back into _erviee° In order t_ shut the transformer down, an
electrical outage of the building and _qulpment wlth exception of the press
room was made_ Service w_ re_to_e_ au_ all equipment wa__in operation by
4:15 PMo

A proposed method for _to:rageof coext._de,_tube laboratory samples has been
accepted by laboratory management s._._,app_oved by personnel with the responsi-
bility for security, nuclear safety, a<<o n:,tabilltyand radiation control.

FPD HEALTH AND SAFETY

J_nuar_ De..cember
Disablin_ InJuries 0 0
Seriou_ Acci_m.ut_ 0 0

IV_._cal'/._ea._me.ct].',ju.:_::= 60 43

The Department passe_dthe 1,000_000 no,::-mark<in }e_,uary_ince the last Dis-
abling Injtu-yon June ]5, 1961, Day-:, _'_,-:iw_tho_-_dl_abil]t:y totaled 230
as of January 31, 1962.

Medical Treatment lh-equencyrate gc_l f_guz_efo_"1962 has been established at
3.76. Achievement would refle,_t_ 5% improvement over the average for the last
four years.

Central Safety Council audits for 1969 have been scheiuled to cover all Depart-
ment facilities during the year° A_,lltteam_:will be composed of a council
member (Department General Manager or Section Manager) and the subsect'£on
manager responsible for the fa::i].Itle_being a_ditedo

Each council member w_illconduct two au_ite outside_of his area of responsi-
bility, making observations of employee work practices, housekeeping conditions
and evaluating safety climate,

riP........... I .... el Ihlll I m n_lll IIH_ r_ _p ii]_1 II ,I,_111{ , " III II_'IPIlITI ' lr' ' iii[111, fT,ii,



! FPD SUGGESTION PLAN
_, _ar.v De,cember

_' Number of eligible employees --'-6_'_ ----6"_

FPD suggestions received 67 74

Annualized rate per i000 eligible employees 1,?-13 1,333

Number of suggestions adopted 14 42
• Net annual savings $1,093.00 $k,527.00

' Amount of awards 210. OO 930. OO

; Percent of total awards to savings 19.2_ 20.5%

( Average amount of awards $ 15.00 $ 22.14

•I A 'total of 67 new suggestiona were receive/ and 49 closed out in January.

;_i In addition 18 adopted suggestions were evaluated too late for payment in
_I

!_ January. Hence, the FPD backlog was reduced by 9

_il SIGNIFICANT REPORTS ISSL_EDi,

I_. KW 72200-A Serious Irradiation Event, ,.._ttrreutCapabilities 1/26/62 J.W. Talbott

ii s/td Action Plan - 9h/els Preparatlcr:
Department

.i }54 72517RD Production Assumption-_ ar.dSchedules, January 1/26/62 H.E.Berg

..If 1962 through June 1967
-!A

i_! KW 72_110 DiverSeYcoatingVariableeFormationslUve_tigationan_ Chromate 1/10/62 R,W.Cremin

, HW 72190 Monthly Report, Quality Cor__trol¢_e.ratlon, 1/2/62 A_G. BlasewitzFuels Preparation Department - December, 1961

! HW 72093 Stuck Sleeve Recovery l_:cgr_m 1/23/62 R.W.Cremin

I, 12/29/61O.B.Hsnsen°, HW 72413 Uranium Quali_y Control Analytical Re_.ult_

ii, HW 72311+ Uranium Quality Control Anal.ytical Reeults 1/15/62 G.B.Hansen
J

' HW 72356 Uranium Quality 2ontrol Analy_Ical Red,its 1/18/62_ G.B.Hansen
°I

I HW 72529 Report of Uranium Ac-:.ountabillty i_ _u- 1/30/62 W.G.Jolley

", facturlng Olx=_atlon Process for Quarter

I Ending 12131161

_I EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

Members of the Msaufacturing Operation su£talned thirty medical treatment in-

_- Juries during January.

J

i _ "6"On January 27, 1962, an improperly sro..i cS a._Ified iocument resulted in a

security violation.
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The to't_Is of the expos,_res in excess of i00 mrads_ for Ms/lufacturing personnel
for the four week badge period._ ending December 1 and December 29.were 6,337 mrsd.s

and 9,127 mrads compared with an average of 7,500 mr£u[s per four week period for
Calendar Year 1961.. There were no individual e_xpo_ure_ in excess of 300 mrads in

either of these bml.ge per.indc, The high exposure for December resulted from loss

of identity of 36 badges, including 12 for Mam.ufa.cturlngpersonael during pro-
cessing of the film. 'lhehighest rea_Ing on these 36 bs_es was 251 mrads and

this exposure was a_signed %o all 36 of the people involved since their actual

exposure was known to be no grea,_:erthan thi._ amount. Mo6t of the 12 Manufactur-

_- ing personnel Involve.d normally receive very little exposure, and assigning t.hese.!

-; people 251 m_ads for December probably increased tlle total exposure by at least

i 2,000 mrads, Therefore, the total e_posure for December is estimated to be

:i approximately 7,000 mrad_ which i_ les_ than the 1961 avera&_.

,,_ There was a moderate amount of contsm_nation spread in the Coextrusion press

I room during the ex,tru_ion of 18 pr-lma_ _u'e_,i,_mbillets e_z.ly in J_nuary. The
,,/ "','I maximum smearable corktm_inntie_, level '_ete<te_ ',:_._:_C,O_ _ p(,r ft, in:,kflethe

!' temporary radiation zore arn.m:! the p e_. ._;_.e_.,i*ableco_jt_un.lna%ionup <o 50
O "_- • - '_+ W ,..,_ ./m per ft, was deteu.e_ oatGide t1_e ,adi_t:ior,zone in the press room. %_is in
less than the HAPO radiation zone llmil for _mearable cont_uninatior:, but any

amount of smearable ¢ontmn_nation in cle_n a_'e.-'.<_ of ._3 _._ilding is undesirable

_,. because of the possibility of contamlna±ing finlshe._,fuel elements, .Thearea

was decontaminated and "tighter control_ impo_e__ on the han:_ling of primary
,_ exit,fusions.
h

A total of nine air samples and ]_6 _me_.r s,az_,p_e.__,ta/_,enwlthln the beryllium

control zone, were a_al.yze_ for oec.,,[]i_ a.uri:.,,., t.._...... pe/..lod from December 21,
1961 througt: Jar,.ua'ry 1.8. 196". C.f ,'_, :-_ i,,_ , _r),'.e :, _ers,11ium wa_ ,.detected
in seven of the smear samp].e_.,s.ud t_ee e:xcee_e% the cor,.trollimit, for suz'face
contamination. The three ssmple._ which excee&e_ the control lind.t were from an

end closure sample and fr._m par t-'_of the e:,._,clq,}.-r-::wel.%r. Controls have been

imposed in the handl_ng of thee:'-,mat er_..:,i-.._'.,p:.ote__.tper._onnel from the bery-
llium present.

The size of the heat treat a_.ea,_r_1.!_ebtry/.li_ur_,:-ontrolzone has been reduced
so that the load-unload station is out of' +.he.DEe Thi_ has allowed the

operators to work In this area without prote:tlve .tlothlng, Ber-]lllum was not

detected in any of the _even air sample:"_:,z"tel _me,a.r 6_npl.es taken during the
past several months in lh6 area ,;.;hi<.hwa:-'_relea_.e_,

.

A series of operator training meetu'::.gs_._e:'<:_t__-teI in. the Coextm_slon Shop ].ate

' in.January. The purp.o_(. is to acquaint +..heoperating personnel with the finer

details of the process. Meetings were cond'._.ctedon the final brig_z etch and

braze operations. Engineers from Coextrud.e_ Product _'_glneering are assisting
vith the program.

Five cl_sses, for a total of 78 instruction hour_, were presented on the UT-4

electronic console, power supplies, and preset counters during this month, Two
classes, for a total of 36 instm_ctlon hours, were also presented on the tank

control panel. Shop copies of ali UT-4 circuitry have been prepared and issued

to the instrument men for stu_y purpo_ O__A_. _!Fi[ _....,

...... ,.... ,,,,, ............. ,, ',_lr], ,_...... ,=, ,i,l,,,_ ,,, , rl ' ' ",'_1' ,IQ,I" ,'"' .... _I" ' ,," Illr, _, 'II'""'l'l""ld_ll _11'1_1'_"'11I_lI_llllllllll _llr'
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DECLAS,SaFIEB
Visits

.':ontact Date ReasonName Co_2ar_ _____- ----

. D.D. Stone Defer_e Systems Dept. W. Bourne I./3/62 Job interview

S_To.c',.,_e,New Yor_

. H.C. Money Crotonville, New York 1/16,17/62 Shop _,_anagement
Conference

R. L. Roske National Acme Co. R. _mdell 1/8,'-), Discuss lathe.

Cleveland, Ohio I0/62 problems and
observe test

runs

F. W_ Grubb Tdfgo Sy_tem5 ,:ov.,puter 1/22-24/62 Attend workshop

Workshop, Lenox, MacE.

F. W° Grabb Or_ance Department .F.B. Sturgeon 1/25/62 Evaluated data,

Sprxngl leld, Mas_o requisition
equipment

J. A. Com:m ...',', ..I_ 'i.j_-_._.,...... 0 l,J o3:h_..,_,rtleg_r 1/18, D.i_-c,_',- m;._;_.-

Aiken, South Carol tr a 19/62 ten._nce
=_

- J. A, Cowan Aja× Magna::h_r_nlc .:_'p0 l_,,rio Thua 1/25/62 Ih_cus_ Ajax
inauct ior_ furn-

_1,c.e :pf r [oI mr,.r,,:e

J. A. Cowan Plaz_t Maintenance & 1/22-26/62 Participation

: Eng_neerlng Confer:_',,;'e in eor,.ferenc_
& F_e,-ut..ive St,_ly ,.'.;:..:;,.,pa., and study groups
Phi i_de Iphi a

_

Visitors
=

-_ Doolie Pierce Piok.'.-r X-Ray _o, 'I. _._, <kr..e 1/24-26/62 C_eck installa-
tion of X-Ray
film developer

= ° R.E. Brechtl Oisholt Machine Co, D. o l_.hfel_t i/Ii,12/62 "lhwork on 'rh<
Madison, Wig_c-o end cap facing

- latI_e

:- Paul Berner Star _ac.hinery Co_ D,. "_ lehfeldt 1/11.12/62 'Dowork on the

Madison, Wi_,'o end cap facing
lathe

---" W.S. Randall Leeds & N,",_tr_r_p ., ,",ti 1./_'9,.:',O, E,,:aluate re_
- ?ca' _ le, '.," ._. 13]./62 corders on bra_e
_ e:_uipinent

,,,,................ ,_, ,,,"' ,,,,,,..... ,',..... I_, ,,_,'11"1IIl,_,............._"" ' ,,',' _1''"III1!1'"""' ,,,l'_II',,',_..... I'l'_r_1I'"'__II"_11_'"'"''_'"lrl!lll_I'lII'_'_......I'"I""""IIV_'"llll'_l'l"I'" " ',r'"lt_l_'"IIII_llll_II11'1_''ti1'"'"'_1"_,'llrli'f','lillllllllr_ll,I'ItlNI!IIIl_lllIl_Ir'I'tt'lll'11_r','_l'li......ti
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Name Coompany Contact Date Reason

Claz_n Hoelime Bridgeport Brass H.E. Berg 1/18,19/62 Procurement of
Lester Menns aluminum and

zirconium com-
Jack Foss

portents

D. M. Guy Alcoa H.E. Berg 1/30,31/62 Delivery andquality problem_
Amos VanVorst on aluminum caps

• and cans

F. J. Boucher Mfg. Ser_ice_ W.N. Mobley 1/18,].9/62 Visit trainees
New York, New York on the MTP

Program

Patent

All persous engaged in work that might reasonably be expected to result in inven-
tions or discoveries advi_e that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, no
inventions or discoveries were made in the course of their work during January.

DECL $$=FIE[}
=
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FUE_ ATTRIBUT[_ DATA

CUR. 92.7 90.6 91.1 87.0

__ i-- . i i ....-.J _ - --_ldi_wMmm . __ ' ...... .i. iiIIIIlllmmb_l_Nllli
b

'I_IOt |__ || | , ....___ _j_ __ i ii iii i _ .. Inlmlllll _'-----

i 90.0 90.1 85.3 85.8

ir--qF_,,,, , F9_
6" EN,KICHED 6" BUMPER

.... 1, ,, ,,,, , ,, ...... _ -_ _._,-_-....... ...... .... , r.._ _ - _- r'-'-........ -- :

I !

,.J_,. 92.2 2.2 88.6 89,8

.3 92.6 92.9 I 87.2 88.2

o Fq71 hEaL/I_
CY .i 88.1 92.2 I 89.8

91.7 91.7 84.6 85.5

'_l.............!I ] _-_, i i

Unc].a_ified
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FUELS ATTRIBUTE DATA

8 tl 6II

. CPR _ 1.3 I.O.__ ir--]z--_

I.I _ ].I I.I_____ , ........__ ___. _ v.7

BLI

o. o.4 o.z o.l

BLC
1.2

o__ o.6_-____._ _ _ ___ ..... ,. _J _ ...................

FR

0.3 0.3 0.7 0.2___.__ ............ _l _ ..............

2.7

• I 5.9 7.o

- . ...... i i ..... ii i LIIIV -i ......

2.6 I- 2.9

.L.,.L --- II I III I I. .

I 0,.5 0.9 0.3_--::=,........... ........_I_iT!__ ....
Unclaa_fied
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ENGINEERING OPERATION

January, 1962

VISITORS

_m_ Contact ]_...._t._e Reaso_____n

JA Parsons Union Carbide GF Jacky 1-18 Discuss nickel plating.
Oak Ridge, Tennessee

WF _rtin Tube Reducing Corp. GW Riedemam i-i0 Coextrusion cladding
Wallington, N.J. shell fabrication.

RA Graham Wah Chamg Corp., GW Riedeman 1-12 Fabrication of coextru-
Albany, Oregon sion components.

M Wheeler Custom Tube Products GNgRiedem_n 1-]2 Fabrication of coextru-
Los Amgeles, Calif. sion components.

J Evans E.I. duPont GW Riedeman 1-16 Zr product fabrications.
Savannah River, S •C•

R Erom Nuclear Metals Inc. WK Alex_nder 1-16 Assemble foil wrapped
Concord, Fnss. CH Shaw billets.

JE Sperry Brush F_ectronics Co. RL Straley 1-17 D_monstrate an indicator.
Seattle, Wash.

J Foss Bridgeport Brass Co. GW Ried_man 1-19 Zr-2 N-reactor cladding
Seattle, Wash. components.

L Menns Bridgeport Brass Co. GW Riedeman 1-19 Zr-2 N-reactor cladding
C Hoehne Riverside, Callf. components•

J Dickenson Linde Company TR Groupman 1-31 Demonstrate and discuss
Seattle_ Wash• feasibility of using

sigma welding unit.

!_
|
i!

" __---_

EJ Corrado G.E. APED P Herbert i-5 Discuss bonding program.

i San Jose, Calif.

ill WA Blaaton Savannah River Plant TC Evans 1-15/19 Attend Working Committee

Aiken, S.C. VI Montenyohl of the FEDC meeting.

|
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'z m (cont'd.),,

contac___ltmt__ze Reason

EA Weakley E.I. dupont Chlttenden i-8 Uranium technology.
Savannah River

Aiken, S.C. ?
t

_tio_l Lead of'_Ohio P McCreery 1-9/10 Uranium technology.
Cincinnati, Ohio

_lllnckrodt Chem. Works _F Neumann 1-11/12 Uranium technology.
St. Charles, Missouri

GL Waldkoetter Montek, Inc. ED Bing_ 1-15/16 Discuss equipment being

Salt Lake City, Utah fabricated by Montek.

GL Hammons National 12_d of Ohio PN McCreery 1-10 Feed site orientation.

Cincinnati, Ohio

_llinckrodt Chem. DE 8tephens 1-15/16 Feed site orientation.
Works, St° Charles,
Missouri

KW Norwood E.I. duPont JW Croach 1-8/9 Consult on fuel and

HF Zuhr Aiken, S. Co WP Overbeck reactor programs.

National Lead of Ohio JH Noyes 1-10 Consult on fuel and

. C_ncinnati, Ohio reactor programs.

G.E°, GEL & GERL JL Michaelson 1-11/12 Consult on fuel and
Schenectady, N.Yo WE TT_gert reactor programs.

PESSONNEL

Name Title Re_son I_te

EN Wells Engineer Termlu_ted i-5-62

+ WL Hampson,Jr. Engineer Transferred to Mfg_-FPD 1-1-62

. LH McEwen Msmager Transferred to APED-GE 1-12-62

JD Schaffer Engineer Pe,rmauently assigned from 1-15-.62

i Tech. Grad. Program

I_ Apple Clerk Transferred from FE0-Irradiation 1-15-62

Processing Dept.
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All Englneerlmg Operation personnel engaged in work that might reaso_bly be ex-
pected to result in inventions or discoveries advised that to the best of their
knowledge and belief, no inventions or discoveries were made in the course of

i their work during January, 1962, except as listed below° Such persons further ad-vise that, for the period therein covered by this report, notebook records, if amy

! . kept in the course of their work have been examined for possible inventions or
discoveries •

"Ultrasonic Vibration of Liquid Metals_ R. E. Rowley
"A Method for Holding a Cylindrical Object while Turning ori

!I Positioning," C. H. Allen
i

i

SIGNIFICANT REPORTS ISSUED

HW-72203, "Evaluatlon of Ultrasonic Rewelding of Projection Fuels," EV Padgett,
1-4-62.

HW-72239, "Effects of Bond Quality and Dimensiom_l Stability on Side Rupture
Resistance of Non-Bumper Fuel Elements, RR Bloomstrand, 1-5-62.

" LT E_zgie 1-25-62HW-72322, "A Data System for NPR Fuels, ,

HW-72431, "Fuel Element Statistics from the Quality Certification Program,"
LT Ne_gie& JL Jaech, 1-16-62.

HW-72392, "ET-6 NPR Cap Thickness Tester Ope..rating _uual," RL Brown, 1-22-62.

HW-72523_ "Welder Monitor Operating Mauual," RL Brown, 1-30-62.

HW-72376, "Alternate End Closure for New Production Reactor Fuel Elements,"
TB Correy, 1-19-62.

• SECURITY

There were no security vlolations in Engineering during January, 1962.

.... ,'_,"",",' _,r_ * =q'rlla',,,,,,,, ,.Fq,,, ,, , ,_ ,p ,,H,lr '"lFr_''_¢'RperllI ,IiiI Iltze' 'lrll'_l ",''I'm' ' I'P'_,'I]]I ''II'li "' 'Wl' _iMII,qe"i'lrl'r , _'IF ]l.,lil'_ ,
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ALSI PRODUCT ENGINFJKRING

Fuel Performance and Requirements

A total of twelve (12) regular production I&E fuel elements (4 natural and 8
enriched) failed in the re_ctor_ duzing January. A summary of these ruptures
is as follows:

Fuel Element Tube and Exposure Rupture Failure Canning

" _ Reactor _ Classification Date Date

Natural Non-Bumper "2088B 208 Unclassified 1/_7S_2 9/_5/61Bumper "277.qD 253 Unclassified 1/91 2 8/15/61
Bumper "2371D 976 Core Split 1/30_62 6/20/61

i Non-Bumper 4667KE 254 Hole 1/23/62 12/13/61

Enriched Non-Bumper 3_71C 511 Side Hot _pot 1/5/62 9/11/61
U7/62 8/n/6Bumper <:_580H 746 Hole

Bumper 2576H 738 Hole 1/9_62 8/ll/61

-J Bumper 26@ 881 Hole II i162 71 916

- Non-Bumper 2779KW 540 Side Hot Spot 112_16_ 11114161
_. Non-Bumper k571KW 540 Ur_known 1/24/62 ll/14/61

* _lloyed dingot

- 'lhcless favorable fuel perf¢,rmancetrend thi_ period is significantly in-
fluenced by the Increased in¢_ider_,eeof er_.i,hedfuel oriented "hole" failures.

= Earlier radio_etallurgi_al e×am_i_,t_ons___fruptur_'_of this type indicated
failure w_s caused by reacto_ c.3olantent_._through sm_.lldefects in the fuel

"_'_" rup_1_e_ are _che.iuledto be examined: element end closures° Additio_al _._...........
_- in the Radiometalluzgy LaboraLory to a_sura that the rupture mechanism is

unchanged.

ALI of the enriched "hole" faliure_ sustained this l_r_od were in the H-
Reactor E-N demonstration loadiz_g_increasing the total ruptures (1 core split,

i side other, Ii hole and end_ and 1 me_hanical damage) irathi_ loading to
. fourteen (14), In addition, a siie other r,Apturewas previously sustained in

the enriched fringe of thio loading_ .Basedon a preliminary analysis, the
number of enriched "hole" and "end" failuree iu the E-N loading does not vary

. significantly from the expected ruptures after adjustment for differences in
severity of service; further emphasizing the importance of fuel quality
improvements to insure fuel will not be limiting under more severe irradiation-

conditions.

" C-lt.
-
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Although it is too early to predict the effectiveness of a pressurized fuel

assemb_v quench toward minimizing fuel oriented ruptures, two of the "hole"

failures in the E-N loading and one in I,CF_Reactor this period were canned

after complete conversion to pressurized quenching on Aug,:st 3, 1961. Inadequate

guards on the quenching units to protect operatlng ipersor_:elagainst the hazards

| of splashing molten metal and water has necessitated ope_Ltlng this equipment
. at a reduced pressure (40 p_ig). Guards being fabricated for inst_llation

i early _m February should permit increasing the applied air pressure to 80 - 90

i _sig, which should further _ppress cap braze closu_ voidJ! by approximately

. a factor of 2 based on early development tests. Otlher process improvements,

such as, carming cycle optimization, con _ersion to DC end closure welding, and
installation of UT-4 braze closure integrity testers are being expedited to

| enhance fuel closure quality. Further studies will also l_ made to deter-

I mine more precisely the sources of braze porosity in present fuel production

and take appropriate corrective measal_s.

Including the three natural alloyed d,_ngot rupture_. (1 co_,_ split and 2

unclassified) thi_ month, a tot_l of 19 dingot ruptures h_ve occurred, to date

under a program to evaluate dingol, uranitua for unrestricted use. Both of the
unclassified ruptures show evidence of transverse s_d longitudinal splitting

of the co_s, .The dingot rupture sustained in B-Reactor stud an incipient

rupture from the same charge# having "worm tracks" on the surface, are
scheduled to be examined in the Radlometallur_. la'_ora,tor%_. Examination of

the incipient rupture may reveal the failure _,e_h_ism, even though rupture

examinations bays not thus far established the cau_e, of dlngot uranium core

failures. Exaz_Ination cf the third and fourth dinI_ot transverse core failures,

which occ_n-red _ F-Reai_tor during October; 1961, shows no evidence of defects

in the end c.lo_ures that _y have permitted coolant entry. Since no unusual_. fuel cladding corrosion is evident on either the external or inte.z-_alsurfaces,

core quality is suspected to be the major contributing f_ctor. Sectioning of
the cores shows evidence of both crazing and cra_k_B on the internal surface,

which is being further inve_.igated. C_Aemical composition of the cores is

being analyze_.

Under the sequential te_t de.sign for evaluating non-bumper dingot umsmium,

seventeen (17) dingot and ntne (9) ingot control ruptures hsve occurred.
If t_o more non_.bumper d_uBot failures occur before incurring additional non-

bumper ingot control failures, dingot fuel performance _,-illbe two,-fold worse

,_ than ingot fuel at a 90% confidence level. The _mtural "hole" failure in KE-
Reactor this period _as in.a mixed lot, of d,i,,ngotand ingot uranium. Identifi-,m

I cation of the core is pending _xaminat_on in the Ra.diometallurgy laboratory.
|
" The first overbore fuel, rupture was experienced o_._January 16 at an exposure_-q

of 631 _,[WD/Tin the C-Reactor _est facility. Thls_ rupture was an ingot
piece, located i,nthe _ position of a ribles_ al,_Inum fringe tube, and
w_.sclassified as _ corrosion faC,lure, Evidently, three of the bridge-sections

'_ of the support-i'.ail._were da,,_ed during reactor charging,, leaving only the

_| 40 rail thick rall tabs to support the f_el element during irradiation. Severe

i groove corrosion and pittln_, of the cladding in a hot area on the base end of
the fuel element adjacent %o a rail with the bridge secti,oa missing caused the

__ failure. Fifteen (15) central colt_/m%sof overbore fuel were discharged this

|

-_|
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period at exposures ranging from goal (800 MWD/T) to 950 MWD/T. In addition,
three central columns and nine fringe coltmluswere discharged at exposures from

230 - 650 MWD/T 'tomonitor rall damage and fuel element cladding corrosion that
may have resulted from inadequate rail strength and/or rall damage associated
with reactor hardware and charging problems. A total of 325 overbore fuel
elements with rails 72 mils high, 40 mils thick, were sized down to a 65 rail
height, and 315 overbore fuel elements with redesigned ral].s,65 mils high and

• 45 mils thick, were provided as replacement for the above c_rges to minimize
charging damage. T_ later rail design will _ used on an interim basis until
reactor charging problems are alleviated or until Justification develops for

• .[k_'therincreases in rail strength.

The status of the alternate aluminum cladding component evaluation program re-
mains essentially uuchanged. A total of ten non-bumper ruptures have occurred in
vendor "H" clad fuel elements and 'twoin vendor "B" clad fuel elements as com-.

pared to six non-bumper ruptures in the control _m_terialfor each vendor.

i u..z.rlum cimo_l,_o_Approximately 310 tons of alloyed dingot uranium are being irradiated in the

old reactors and 1088 tons have been discharged at goal. In addition, 104= tons of alloyed dingot are being irradiated in the K Reactors and tlu'eetons I,
_ve been discharged. T_'ee (3) dingot fail_'es, one core split and 'twoun-

! classified, occurred this month at exposures of 976_ 208, and 253 MWD/T,
respectively. One unclassified failure was from a dirgot lot vacuum outgassed

I before beta heat treatment. This makes a tot_-iof 17 dingot failures and ninecontrol ingot failures to date in non-bumpered elements and one dingot failure
and two control ingot failures to date in bumpered elements. About 97 tons of
vacuum-outgassed and 37 tons of regu/2,rKIVN dingot cores and 14 tons of vacuum-
outgassed and 79 tons of regular OIIIN dingot cores were canned this month.

ii _o evidence of a weld closure defect could be found in either the third or

i fourth dingot transverse core failure by Ra.diomet_-ll_r__ examination. A

network of cracks vas evident on the I.D. surface of the.third split failure
ad'tert_m spire and uranitu_,oxide wa_ removed, A similar network of cracks

fa_.u_= examined e._rlier In the fourth failure,was fo_md on the second split _'_ -,"
sevez_l transverse cracks were found in the ur_.niu_,that did not have evidence
of water reaction in the cracks a.nddid not appear to be connected with the

| I.D. or O. D. surfaces. These cra_ks are currently being exg_ined at high-

i! ' er magnification to try tc de'te__mlnethe mec_:_nismof crack formation. A

i

| ,,
i

|,
Ii
11
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re-analysis of the first dincot core failure and. an analysis of the second

core failure sho_,_edau iron content of 150 and ].95 pl_n, respectively, The

average iron content of alloyed dingot uranium is 150 ppm, but dlngots

containing up to 185 ppm iron are acceptable. The third and fourth core

failures are awaiting analysis for iron content.

• An upward trend in natural ingot core reactivity has been observed at both

the Savannah River Pleat and HAPO during the past five to seven months. 'l_nis

upward 'trend is believed due to a slight contamination of the natural uranium
, stream with .¢_,oh7__hed uranium. A _,_,'_,ivitvtest -Inthe 305 Reactor"

detected a core from a natural ingot that was slig_tly enriched. The National

lead Company hsa also de teczed tn].s unusua± ingot and was not planning to use

it for prodUction, but the ingot was inadvertently rolled and mixed in the
production streean. NLO had measured the U-235 content as 0.723_as compared

to a HAPO analysis of 0.8_% U-235. I'latura!uranium contains 0.711_/_U-235.

The wide discrepancy between I'ILOand HAPO analysis suggests two possibilities;

(1) the U-235 isotope is heterogenous within the ingot or (2) there sre
differences in the measurement techniques used at HAPO and NLO. A re-analysis

of the core analyzed at HAPO i6 being t_de, and the remaining portion of

the core will 'be returned to NLO to compare analytical results.

Process Development

Irradiation of sLxty-two (6_) tubes cf nickel-plated fuel elements in 105-DR

is proceeding, with au estimated expostu'e of 950 - 1050 MWD/T toward a goal

of about 1400 _D/T. Eighteen (18) tubes were discharged during early Js_uary;

two for post-irradiation examination, fifteen for tube replacement, and one as

a rupture suspect. One tube each of fuel elements '_ith 0.5 mils and 0.2 mi].s

thick plate were visually examined in the 105-DR Basin immediately after

discharge. Observations we_:e as follows :

i. The surface crud fil_:lappeared to increase in density, going from

upstream to downstre_u_. Three or four upstream pieces _,rere

characteristically shiny, The :,.o_._]_eavJly 7i.3._,_eddownstream

pieces exhibited the same shiny n:Lckel surface in regions where the

crud film had sloughed.

2. One "hot spot" occurred in each tube. These were distinguished 'by
the clmracteristic tear-drop flow pattern, but the normally heavily-

scaled area was bare, revealing a shiny and apparently integral

nickel coating.

3. Blisters _n the nickel were observed on one fuel element from each
tube. On a piece having Oo5 rail coatinG, thc blister's were approximately

1/16 - 1/8 inch _n dia_neter and _ere ¢senc'rallyscattered. Blisters on
the piece with a 0.2 rail plate were al:out the same size, but confined

to an area about 2 inches long by i/2. inch w_de. No appreciable amotmt
of nickel was detached.

---n
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4. Characteristic circumferential hairline cracks were observed on

both the 0.2 and the .5 mils thick plate, _xcept in the two "hot
spot" areas. No nickel sloughing or aluminum corrosion appeared
to result from these cracks.

5. Rib scratches were more prominent on the 0.2 than on the 0.5 mils
. thick plate° Readily visible aluminum corrosion had taken place

in some of these scratches, indicating the nickel bad been abraded
during charging• The estimated depth of corrosion was < l0 mils.

Follo%rlngthe preliminary exaalinationin the 105 DR-Basin, the fuel elements
were exposed to a heavy concentration of decont_uninationcompound In the basin
water Subsequent examination in the C-Basin facility revealed that theI •

; "polluted'_storage basin water had essentially removed the crud fi_n and caused
gross sloughing of the nickel plate, thus precluding obtaining further information

:i on plate integrity Furth_r examination did reveal that the nickel remained
intact in the two "hot spot" areas, supporting the general observation from

i preceding tests that higher in-reactor surface temperatures are beneficial

_ to the integrity of the plate. Thio behavior also suggests that increasing
the time and/or temperatures of the post-plating heat treatment may further

I improve plate adherence.

_I The rupture suspect of nickel-plated pieces from the 105-DR test ey_hibited
i about the same features as the pieces described above• Two fuel elements in

_'I the upstream i/3 of the tube appeared to have small (1/16" diameter or less)
"' blisters with the nickel essentially intact. Evidence of a rupture has not-t

i yet been found.
-I

=i Preparation of approximately 700 K-size enriched nickel-plated fuel elements
_! was completed. The surface of these pieces was discolored by a yellow organic

stain from the rubber liners used in the autoclave to minimize mechanical damage.
This stain is a surface discoloration only, and should not impair the integrity
of the fuel elements• Plating of the remaining fuel elements in the 304 facility
for a iO0-tube test will be resumed in late February or early in _rch,

=_ depending on availability of enriched fuel elements that can be temporarily
diverted from production.

- A document summarizing the results of fuel element plating experience in
the 304 facility is being prepared. The plating of ,°000fuel elements has
been generally satisfactory with ll% rejects for poor plate adhesion, and 2%

- rejects due to handling damage. Plate porosity, as determined by prolonged
" immersion in hot caustic ranges from 0 - 4 pores/fuel element (approximately

0.3 sq. ft.) for 0.i - 0.2 mils thick plate. As expected, roughness of the
weld beads and possibly lack of cleanliness contributed to a higher incidence

" of porosity, with one to three pores per weld bead. Nickel thickness control
= ranged from 0.12 - 0.25 mils. It is believed a 0.i mil variance in 'thickness

could be achieved with more careful process monitoring.
=

=

=.

-
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Approximately 700 O-size fuel elements were canned in aluminum components
plated externally and internally with' nickel. Incomplete examination and
testing of these pieces shows about 5_ _ssemb_ rejects, lO_ external bond
rejects, no internal bond rejects, and satisfactory _etting of the cap and
can base. Discontinuities in braze closures range from 15 - 25_ based on an
arbitrary UT_ tester standard.

Q

Laboratory development of a corrosion resistant autoclave film included
_rther investigation of the electrochemical effects in 1 wt.$ chromic
acid solution, and preliminary corrosion testing of a film produced at a
relatively high pH of 5 - 9, using a potassium dichromate - sodium hydroxide
solution. This process appears to provide corrosion resistance equivalent
to a pHjchromic acid solution, does not produce "worm-track" corrosion of
the aluminum_ and provides a light gray to brown colored fi]_ which is amenable
to surface inspection.

Alternate Process

HAPO Hot Press

A production run to produce 300 hot-press fuel elements for irradiation
testing was completed January 12, yielding 315 assembled pieces. The
fuel elements have been chemically cleaned and welded. Testing and|

evaluation will be completed in February.

._icor Hot Press

Evaluation of the 661 Sylcor hot-press fuel elements received is complete,
except for the destructive examination of samples for diffusion, thickness,

i and continuity of the nickel bond layer. The samples have been prepared
-- and about one week is required to complete the examination.

Hot Die-Sizin_

The hydraulic power _n_itfor the die sizing press was received. Assembly
of the end bonding press is in progress. Delivery of the preheat furnace
is expected about mid-February. Design and procurement of at_iliary tools
and equil_nentare being expedited. Fabrication of dies and die cases
for the initial die-sizin_ tests is about 75_ co_npletc.

i , Fluid Pressure Bondin._

'I Small-scale tests in the Battelle Memorial Institute pressure bonding

l facility have indicated acceptable bonding of HAPO fuel elements can be' °C 30 minute cycle. A
' achieved at a pressure of i0,000 psi at 500 on a

proposal and program document (HW.-724!7)have been prepared and issued
for further process development in the aforementioned facility. This work
will include the bonding of approximately 125 HAPO assembled fuel elements
to fully optimize process parameters and prepare fuel elements fox'a prelimlnary i
irradiation test.

l C-9
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PrOcessTechnol___
i

Statistically designed tests to optimize the canning cycles for natural and
enriched fuel assembly, utilizing cores with and without the benefit of
lead plugs during the duplex bath preheat cycle, have been completed and
the data analyzed. Use of lead plugs accelerates core preheat and improves
both the quality and strength of the internal and external braze layers.

This results primarily from the formation of more of the diffused U-Alq type
compound .Layeron the core surfaces. Optimum lead preheat time and AiSi

. braze time in the duplex bath were determined on the b_ _is of bond tensile
strength and metallograph_c examination of the compound layer properties.
Increasing the can_sleeve preheat time in the canning bath reduces braze
porosity and produces a slight improvement in bond strength. Optimum cycle
times derived from the test data were as follows:

Cycle Time (Seconds)

_DuplexBath 8'Inch Natural C-Inch Enriched

Core Preheat (without lead plugs) 30 28
Core Preheat (with lead plu_s) 23 9.5
AISi Braze 3 B

Cauning Bath

Can-Sleeve Preheat 75 75

The above cycle times were established without benefit of pressurized quench
to insure the optimums were based on canning process capability. Since the
relative improvement in braze porosity for can-sleeve preheat cycles above
60 seconds was small, the absolute optimum :,_aynot be feasible without
incurring non-wetting problems similar to those experienced previously during
the production evalt_tion of a lO.-secondpreheat cycle. Further, it is planned
to supplement existing test data ,githUT-4 tester measurements of braze closure
porosity before revising process specifications.

The first of five C_2-4braze closure Sn_tegritytesters has been installed in
the AI.SiShop and is expected to be ready for beneficial use early in February.
A similar unit has been installed in the Pilot Plant. Beneficial use of this

equipment will provide a reliable non-destructive technique to facilitate
control and improvement of fuel braze closures, which have contributed to
numerous ruptures during irradiation.

Low-ripple direct-current power supplies for the conversion of existing production
welders from AC to DC are being tested and two unit_ have been installed in the

" _ISi Shop. Since the DC welds produced by the low-ri1_plepower supplies have
a lower width to penetration ratio, process specifications are being revised to
limit minimum weld coverage and penetration. Weld width currently specified
will no longer be necessary to insure adeqt_te weld cover on either side of the
closure braze. Fifteen (15) fuel assemblieL were DC welded for the Atomic
Energy of C_ada, Ltd., Cha]_kRiver Plant, and returned for comparison of weld
quality with their standard AC technique.



Process DeveloPment

Newly designed rails for CVLN fuels were fabricated from 0.045 inch X-8001
aluminum stock. The 5 mil thicker rails were welded on CVI fuels and exhibited
exceptionally strong weld strengths with an average tensile peel of (_6pounds
on the samples pulled. The new rails were designed from thicker stock to

, allevia_e a breakage problem encountered with the thinner rails.

During the month, a total of 3232 pieces ?rarecanned in the 306 AiSi Pilot
Plant. Of these, 2102 were for reactor use. An additional 230 components were
processed in tests evaluating wetting characteristics.
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COEXTRUDED PRODUCT ENGINEERING_

N-Reactor Fuel Deve,lopme.n__t__________

KzRLoOp_Te_8 in_

The high exposure test consisting of five 23-1nch enriched inner tube ele-
ments in Loop 2 is operating satisfactorily. Present exposure is approxi-

mately 1980 MWD/T with a goal exposure of 3000 MWD/T, estimated to be reached
about April I, 1962.

Five 23-1nch enriched inner tube elements, comprising the warp test, are

being irradiated in Loop I. Goal exposure is i000 MWD/T. Present exposure

is approximately 650 MWD/T. Development of a leak in a loop valve during
the month required putting this loop on single pass cold water. This change
of conditions at least partly destroys the value of this test and the loop

will be discharged at the next opportunity. The test will be repeated.

Fuel elements for the "cm, d" test and the tapered end closure test are ready

for charging, lt is planned to irradiate the "crud" test in Loop I after

discharge of the present warp test.

Tentative plans are to shut down Loops I and 2 during the spring for minor

modifications. About two months will be involved for each loop. The modifi-

cation involves changes in water pumping. Loops 3 and 4, now being converted
to N-fuel size, are expected to be on the line about March I, 1962o

Fabrication of 54 NPR prototypic assemblies (in 333 Building) for modified

loops 3 and 4 is nearly complete. Some delay has been encountered in auto-
radlographing and in assembling. Initially_ it is planned to charge t:wo

prototypic fuels in each loop to test loop modifications. Following this
initial charge, five prototypic fuels will be charged il,each of Loops 3

and 4 to further test the modified loops. After completion of loop testing,

it is planned to charge ten prototypic NPR fuel assemblies in each loop
for full-scale testing. These will represent the first full size prototypic

N-fuel assemblies irradiated to date under test conditions similar to those

proposed for the NLreactor.

_oextruded !&E 2__pr°_._
I

| Three tubes of K-I&E 2 fuel elements are now being irradiated. Each tube

contains 45 K-I&E2 fuels. One tube of K-I&E2 fuels was discharged in

i December at au approximate exposure of 1057 MND/T°
.I ,

| Production Test and Development Fabrication - Pilot Plant

ii The following schedule indicates the type and amount of work in progress in

the pilot plant. With the arrival of adequate supplies of buggy spring sup-

ports and locking devices, all material overdue for delivery will be

completed and delivered.

n
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Materials Development and Procurement

Uranium Billets

Inventor_ Picture

• As outlined in the previous monthly report_ the N-outer and the

N-inner billet supplies are short because of uranium quality

problems at National Lead of Ohio. The HAPO coextrusion schedule
. has been reduced for the first four months of CY-1962 due to N-

reactor schedule delay° The National Lead-Bridgeport Brass combine

is scheduled to begin deliveries of N-outer billets in March and

N-inner billets in April° These billets will be the first material

from the modified Plant 9 facility at National Lead and from

Bridgeport Brass Company's re-installed primary extrusion press at
Ashtabula, Ohio.

In the interim period, N-inner billets from HAPO inventory and from

National LeadVs machining of the primary extrusion stock originating

from the CY-1961 casting_mpaign should meet the coextrusion schedule

through March. Adequate billet supplies are contingent, however,

upon the accuracy of predicted yields after machining.

| The N-outer billet supply for February will come from the remainder

of the billets from the "old" campaign plus billets produced from

the primary extrusion and machining campaign performed at HAPO in
December and January. There will be essentially no outer billet

inventory at the end of February s and the coextrusion of N-outers

during March will require delivery of billets from National Lead-

Bridgeport Brass beginning March i.

The primary extrusion campaign at HAPO was reduced from the I00ingots reported last month to 60 ingots by intentional postponement

, of ingot deliveries from National Lead.

In the middle of January_ Bridgeport Brass tested their re-installed

ingot preheat furnace and extrusion press. Eeportedly_ both the
furnace and the press are operating satisfactorily. A total of 16

uranium ingots were ext1_dedo Machining and inspection of the

I extrusions have not yet been completed by National Lead.

At the end of January_ N_tional Lead began shakedown tests on their
" new casting facility in Plant 9. The new facility will cast larger

ingots than have been produced previously (28 inches vs 22 inches).
Each outer ingot will produce three billets vs the two produced

• previouslys and each inner ingot will produce four billets vs the

previously produced three billets°
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Metal qual ity

The temporary waiver on the maximum limit on carbon was extended from

the original termination date of January 31 to March 15 in order to

gain more information prior to establishing a permanent specification°

Specifically, no data are yet available on the chemical analysis of
, the long ingots made in the new Plant 9 facility.

NLO employed hotter melting cycles in December for producing ingots
• for primary extrusion at HAPO° The hotter cycles were used in an effort

to produce sounder ingots and to reduce the surface pitting problem on
machined billets_ Insufficien= data are available from the extrusion

and machining of this material at HAPO _.o determine if the hotter melt-

ing cycles have reduced the pi_:ting problem.

The uranium billet specification is being rewritten in an effort to
establish closer controls on both the fabrication process and the final

product. A soundero more reproducible billet should result. The

specification will be issued in two parts - one_ a requirement enumera-
tion section and_ two_ a quality control procedure section. All avail-

able data developed at National Lead in =heir hotter melting cycle and

Plant 9 startup and during the:HAPO primary extrusion development work
will be considered in revising the specification.

The structure and properties of the uranium billets are considered to

be the major variables effez_Ing the quality of coextrusionso Therefore0
tests involving the alloylng_, heat treatment and hot working of the u-
ranium are either under way or being considered° Presumably, coextrusion

" quality could be improved if the strength of the uranium could be in-
: creased at the temperature of coextrusion° (Curren_ly_, the zircaloy-2

cladding strength, or resistance tc r__duction,,is much higher than that

of the uranium°) Also_ quality ehould be improved iz a finer gralned_

more heavily worked structure can be produced in the immediate vicinity
of the clad interface,,

Special Engineering tests are under way in the areas of -

i. evaluating new alloying addltions to refine and randomize the grain
structure and increase the hot strengt:h,.

2. evaluating modified he_t trea_ing cycles to better refine the grain

: structure°

= 3. increasing the hot working of t.hemetal surf.aces in the primary
-- extrusion operation b__,

J

_ a. upsetting scarfed ingot_ in an oversized liner and over an under-
sized mandrel and removing a minimum of metal from the surfaces

during billet machiningo

b. reducing the primary e,_,_,zu_iontemperature°
_

.=
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Zircaloy Cladding i

Currently, there are no apparent _echnical problems concerning the cladding

shells being received from qualified vendors. The fabricating process of

one vendor which resulted in inordinately large grain size in some outer
tube, outer clad shells has been corrected,, and his processing is heinE

• watched closely to insure that the trouble does not recur.

A fourth vendor, Wah Chang_ i_ in the process of qualifying as a cladding

• shell fabricator° Wah Chang has supplied satisfactory outer cladding shells

and test samples of inner clads° These _ample inner clads (for both outer

and inner tube billets) are being evaluated by coextruding0 using copper in

lieu of the uranium core and zircaioy-2 outer clad• Should these experimental

coextruslons prove acceptable_ standard billet assemblies will be coextruded

with both inner and outer clad fabricated by Wah Chang. Their qualification

depends on evaluation of the resulting fuel tubes.

Zlrcal oy Supports

i Fuel supports continue to be a problem but of decreasing magnitude•

Outer tube supports, as reported last month,,.,were presumed to be in pro-

I ductlon. However, the first 6000 pieces proved defective_ because of de-

fective strip. Many of the supports were cracked in the bends and projections.

A second quantlty_ about 3000_ have been fabricated from satisfactory strip

I and app-'r sound. These have been shipped and are due immediately.

Locking clips have had a few minor last minute modifications and are in pro-

duction. The vendor has 100% inspected about 4000 and these appear to be

sound. A shipment of about 2000 par=s will be received next week.

Inner tube supports are in product!on_ but nc reliable inspection data is

available yet° The fabrication of these parts continues to be very difficult_

and part quality so far has been variable° Because of the delays in deliver-
ing usable quantities of these _,'-por_.a_:some elements of appearance have

been sacrificed in order to get aom_ mechanlca]!y acceptable parts shipped.
The vendor is also inspecting the_e parts I00% for czack_ and other metal

failures. The first production (ot of I000 pieces snould be shipped next
we ek.

I _Copper Sleeves" Few concrete copper sleeve prob_em_ exist _oday. To evaluate several copper

and copper alloys as billet cladding mar.erialso res= quantiEies have been

• ordered in all sleeve sizes° The_e are_

i. Type OF Copper - electrolytic coppez:_ produced free of oxygen with
no residual deoxzdants,,

c-,_.,7
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2. Type DHP Copper - electrolytic copper, phosphorus deoxidized, high re-
sidual phosphorus (about 0,04%).

3. Type DLP Copper - electrolytic copper, phosphorus deoxidized, low re-
sidual phosphorus (about 0.01%).

• 4o Silicon Copper - standard 3% silicon alloy now in use.
AI loy A

• 5. Silicon Copper - 1,57, silicon alloy.

Alloy B

Three per cent silicon copper alloys were adopted as standard several months

ago to facilitate billet assembly as pure coppers generally do not weld well,
and weld failures were exacting a high toll in bond rejects. Subsequent

experience has shown that the 37. silicon alloy_ though welding well, may
not hold extrusion lubricants as well as lower silicon alloys. One test

extrusion using a 1.5_ silicon alloy appeared to hold the lubricant much
better.

Recent improvements in billet welding techniques have shown that pure
coppers may indeed be satisfactorily welded, The three copper grades listed

represent the three cozmercially available grades that are applicable to

the process needs.

The five varieties of can material will provide a ready source of supply

for development experiments leading to the optimum billet cladding process_

B$11¢t Assembly -_..CopperCan W_

Nine NIEVs were welded as directed in Process Work Request CX-13, The billets

contained OF copper jackets and 37, silicon copper end plates. The i/2-inch thick

front end plates were replaced by I/4-inch thick plates. To gain additional data,

the end plates were not machined except for a two degree taper on the I,D. and
the O.D, The peel and bond tests were all good. Taking into consideration pre-

vious tests performed using I/4-inch thick front and rear end plates that were
not machined, i.e. heat sink grooves and chamfers, and the results of the afore-

mentioned nine, it becomes very apparent that the ideal combination of n_terials

for satisfactory weld integrity would be I/4-inch 37, silicon copper end plates
to either DHP, DLP or OF copper jackets.

:_ The evacuation tube crimping machine is now in opera_ion and the results are

• highly s,tisflctory. A close survaillance has been kept on evacuation tubes sealed

by the old method_ i.e.T.I.G, hand torch, and a large number of tubes showing

possible flaws have shown poor bonds extending further into the extruded element.
' A reduction of front end defects is foreseen now that the hydraulic crimper is

in use.

BECLASSJFIEI}
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The following Engineering extrusions were made during the month:

, l I-In@

: 18 NOE primary extrusions - PU-29 through 46
+ • (This material is the start of new campaign castings).

i 7__.5.inch Too 1 ing
!

7 Coextruslon Billets - ZT 4, 5, 6, 9 & I0; UT 6 & 7

!| ZT 9 & I0 - NOE with zircaloy foil componentsi UT 6 & 7 - NOE with single hera heat treated U billets

I ZT 4, 5 & 6 _-N_ to test zlrcsiloy components
,|
|

6o0Cinch Zoo!in_

7 Co,extz_sion Billets - ZT 7 &, 8; T-313 t'brough T-317

ZT 7 & 8 - NIE with zircaloy foil components
T-313-316 - I&E (standard)

T-317 - NIE (standard)

I copper billet for NIE copper ring ]preshapes

ru,lons

i The schedule for extrudind_ primary ingots has been set back two weeks

due to slight uranium oxide contamination spread, in the 333 Building.
Th_.8 problem was created due to lack of storage space for primary e.x-

I truslons prior to machining, thus the schedule _as set back to allowthe machine shops to reduce backlog.

i_ To date, 42 extrusi.ons have been made and 18 atfldltionalingots are on-
= _ite. These 18 will be extruded dttrinE the we:ek of 1/29/62. Machining

'_ of these extrusions has been progressing very weil, and of the 42 ingots
extruded, 26 have been fully machined with a resultant 28 full-size

-_ billets.
"g

The first 24 ingots extruded were frc_ old cw=paign castings that had

I been scalped to m_nimize pi_tlng in the finished billets. The billetsi

| produced from those extrusions have shown only slight amounts of pitting
and, to date, only two billets have been rejected for this cause. Two
primaries from new campaign cast.lngs have been machined and no pitting

+ was evident on the finished billets.°

!
:J
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NOE Inner Clad Thickness Variation

The reject rate for outer tube-lnner clad variation (exceeding -+.004
inches) Is approximately 40Z of the production material tested. The
degree of variation from Specification is about .004 inches 75% of the

time• In other words, the reject rate would be reduced to 10Z of the
• material tested if the allowable variation was _+.006 inches, lt is

also of interest that most of this variation is toward thickness. The

number of rejects for thin clad is quite low.

To date, it has not been possible to correlate clad variation with "At,

or "B" billets, clad vendors, or extrusion conditions. The cause for

this variation is believed to be the low work history of the inner bore
of the outer tube billet•

The approach to this problem to date has been to (i) single beta heat
treat two NOE billets which have been extruded and will be evaluated

for clad thickness variation and (2) attempt to put more work in the
billet I.D, during primary extrusion.

Additional work can be introduced in the billet I.D. by many methods,
however, the evaluation of these methods or theories can only be made

by performing tests. An atte_apt has been made to evaluate some of

these methods on the primary extrusions made on site. The tests to

date include= (I) upsetting oversize l.D.Is:, and (2) chilling of the

I.D. prior to extrusion with copper ch_ll blocks or cold mandrels.

The results of these tests are not complete:_ but most of the data should

be available by 2/26/62.

NOE Wall Thickness Variation

il The reject rate on NOK wall thickness _ariation has varied from i1%
to 4.5% during the past four months, The extrusion variables believed

to be most important in minimizing wall thickness variance with exist-

ing tool designs and lubrication rechnlques are_

I. speed,

| 2. graphite cutoff temperature

_ 3. tooling temperatures_ and
m

4. mandrel techniques (free or traveling).

! Material was extruded with various change_ in these variables and an

4 optimum process has been specifled for the outer tube_ This process

il differs from the existing in that the ram speed was reduced to 14 inches

' per minute and the graphite cutoff temperature was raised to IIT0"F (631°C).

_! The degree of variation from specification (20 rail range) is reasonably

_i small. The actual variation of reject material has not exceeded 26 milS,
except in isolated cases°

--i-
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Warp Studies

Heat treated warp data are available for all coextrusions through NIE-IIIT.
These coextrusions were made for the purpose of comparing coextrusion process

variables vs the warp that occurs during heat treating. The coextrusion

process variables of main concern are:

I. Copper Component so"DHP copper vs Everdur A (Cu:3 W/o Si)

. 2. Billet Temperature: i170: 1155, 1140 and II00"F (632, 624, 616 & 593"C)

3. Liner Temperature'. 800 and 600°F (427 and 316°C)

4. Ram Speed: 14 and 10 ipm

5. Graphite Cutoff
Temperature: 800 and 1140"F (427 and 616°C)

To date, the warp data have been correlated with the process variables from
the consideration of yield of good piece_o This correlation is shown in the

following table.

TABLE i

% of Fuels With Heat Treated War____

_' _ >30 < 75 Mils _75 MilsCoextrusion _.3{,Mils

Group Tube No. Variables (Good) (.Recoverable) (Reject)

I 1016-1025 CuSi-ll70°_ ' 20.6 19.6 59.8
2 1026-1027 et ,, 16o 7 47.6 35.7

1031-1033 " " tf w, I,

3 1028-1030 CuSi-I 155°F 33.3 45.7 21.0

1034-1043 " " " " "
4 1044-1047 CuSi-II40°F 31.3 45 _8 22.9

5 1048-1063 Cu -I140°F 72.3 21_4 6.3

6 1064-1069 CuSi-II40-6OO°F "Ii.4 2604 2.2
7 1070-1073 CuSi-II40°F 62.3 28.6 9.1

8 1076-1084 CuSi-ll40°F -

I0 ipm 82.2 17,8 0

9 1085-1094 CuSi-1100°F 53.7 43 ,,0 3.3

i0 109.5-1103 CuSi- II400F

I0 ipm 69.8 30.2 0

Ii 1104-1113 CuSi-ll40°/Gr 42.6 4g.8 g.5

' 12 ii14-II17 CuSi-II40°F 50.0 37 o5 12_5

One generally concludes from the data that the warp problem is much reduced

• by the use of the combination of CuSi cans_ II40°F billets: I0 ipm ram speed.

However, there is wide variation (Group 8 vs I0) in yield with this combina-
tion.

I
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An earlier conclusion_ that DHP copper is better than Rverdur A as a can

material (Group 5 vs 4)_ is not as apparent with later data (Group 5 vs 4,

7, 12).

The yield data through Group 7 has been examined and shows that B and C
billets were much more prone to large heat treated warp than are A billets.

- This correlation is no longer as sound when data from Group 8 through 12
are considered.

lt would be surprising if the yield data were to correlate exactly wlth the
coextrusior, variables. The yield value of 30 mils and 75 mils are arbitrary
values. Precise values that are currently being compared with the process

variables are: (i) as-recelved warp, (2) the change in warp (i,e. VI) that
occurs when fuels are beta heat treated.

W1_en V1 data (as-received warp) are related to the coextrusion variables,
two coextrusion methods are shown to be equal:

i. CuSi - II40°F billet - 600°F - 14 ipm

2. CuSi - II40°F billet - 800"F - i0 ipm.

The superiority of"A billets vs B and C billets is not apparent using VI
as criterion of a quality coextruded product. The interaction of billet
type vs coextrusion variables remains to be determined. Also, the needs

:: for wall thickness and clad thickness control have not been determined in

these analyses. The dimensional data should be given more weighting than

VI when final choices of process variables are made. The cross-section

cannot be remedied if it is lacking; warp pieces, however, can be straightened
and recovered.

The dependence and interaction of billet type and can material will be de-
termined from the experiment described in the section of this report under
coextrusion (tubes 1118-1147).

Heat Treatin_ Develo_men____t_

i Fundamental Sindies

i

I A significant advance can be reported on the vector analysis work on

warp of N-fuel pieces. Earlier reports have speculated that:

, I. warp occurs during heating part
the of the thermal cycle of beta

heat treating.

2. the driving force of warp is an unbalanced axial preferred orienta-

tion (fiber texture), Vp.o.

3. bimetallic warp (interaction of uranlum:clad) is reversible during

the thermal cycle of beta heat treating (i,e, the magnitude of warp

during heating will be reversed during cooling; VU:ZR and -Vu:zR).

i ULGblNLU
ii

I
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V_.H is defined as the sum of Vp.o° plus VU:ZR and Vic is defined as -Vu:zRo

Addition of V_H and VIC (measured quantities) gives Vp.Oo (calculated) over
280°C. If any significance is to be attached to the calculated value of

Vp,o. , it follows that the magnitude of VD n should be proportional to the
magnitude of V1 which is determined over _8C. This leads to a statement
that -

I. /VI/ = 2.3/Vp.o./ _ 0r_

' 2. .z - 2.31v.z, o.I - IVll - o

The average value of _-for the indi'vldual tubes 1016 through 1025 is zero.

i The overalI average value of _ for these tuba_ is zero. There is no dif-
_, ference in value of _ between these tubes.

,:i Thus_ the magnitude of the change in warp during beta heat treating can be

/i predicted from changes in warp on heating an as-coextruded piece before

il heat treating and cooling that same piace after heat treating. Ultlmately_
the goal is to predict the change in warp from the heating data obtained

prior to beta heat treating°

.I_ Chemical Proces,s,in_

Chemical Mil_ling of Reworked Fuel El_ments

Recent experience in the reworklng of reject fuel elements in the 333 facility

presented a problem in chemical attack of the welded end in the chemical

milling solution. Although chemical attack is not sufficient to remove any

part of the weld baad,_ it does leave an adherent corrosion product which is

not removed in subsequent etching. Since ali fuels reworkad through chemical

milling and brazing must be heat treated again_ the problem is not serious,

as abrasive blasting removes this residue, Caps from these fuels have been
sectioned and polished to be examined for any surface penetration which may

have occurred but which may not be visible in ._ubse.quentfinishing operations.

Further test will be conducted if _b.is proves to be _he case°

Brazed End Closure

_D___. ve!oDmen.t._d P__iocurement

il of DDR-137 with General. Astzometals Corporation of Yonkers_

Negotiation
New York has been completed and work has been started° The object of this

" contract is to develop methods to fabri=aca the braze rings for use in NPR

fuel closures by powder metallurgy techniques. They will continue the work

• they started earlier under their own sponsorship,

An order has been placed with Nuclear Metals Institute for 300 each, NOT and

NIT, braze rings to be made by their proposed pressed chip method. These will
be used in the coextrusion _hop on a Proces_ Work Request basis to evaluate

the production capabilities of this mater_al. The brazes produced from these

rings should be no different than the ones machined from cast rings. However,

they may act a little differently in production and could possibly have some

effect on yield.

_!z
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Investigation of Cap-Core Bond Cracking

lt became apparent, as the result of testing before and after welding, that

occasionally a cap-core bond would be broken by the welding operation, lt

is not obvious why welding should cause this cracking when beta heat treat-
ment does not. There have been other indications that the cap-core bond on

. inner pieces in the production plant are not as strong as those produced in

the 306 Building Pilot Plant. Examination of cracked pieces indicated that

cracking was associated with a lack of intermetallic compound formation be-

- tween the bra-e alloy and the uranium. A properly brazed piece should have

essentially 100% intermetallic compound layer formation.

An intensive investigation is under way to further evaluate the parameters

which prevent or enhance the formation of this layer. Tentative indications
are that uranium surface roughness and temperature during the brazing cycle

are very important.

lt has also been demonstrated that the existance of an intermetallic compound

layer is necessary to guarantee maximum strength bonds.

G_s Pressure Bonded End Closure

The fifth test lot of gas pressure bonded end closures, the first to which copper
was added to induce a bond between the zlrcaloy-2 cladding and the zlrcaloy-2

closure ring, has been examined metallographically. Bonding parameters were

650°C (1202eF)_ i0,000 PSI for one hour at temperature. The bonds were not

complete as the quality of the electroplated copper left a lot to be desired.

Before sectioning, closure welds were made on both the outer and inner bonds.

The following information was gained from the examination:

i. One section disclosed a complete bond between the closure ring, cladding and
uranium that was free of voids indicating that it is physically possible to

produce the required continuous bond below the alpha-beta transformation

te_nperature of uranium. In additions0 the primary T.I.G. fusion closure welds

had adequate penetration.

2. The addition of clean pure copper in cho zircaloy-2 to zlrcaloy-2 interface
will induce diffusion_ forming grains across the interface.

3. A film of copper thick enough to fill extrusion striations will diffuse in
one hour until there is no copper visible and gzains form across the interface.

" 4. Very thin films of copper will diffuse and form grains across the interface
until the location of the interface can be found only with polarized light.

" 5. Both closure welded and as-bonded closure rings were removed, made free of

uranium and autoclaved in 400°C steam for 72 hours° There was a very slight

silver-gray formation at the weld closure ring interface in regions that

were obviously high in copper. The bond Joints showed a similar indication.

Continued autoclaving is in progress.
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Techniques or methods must be developed for applying a thin film of copper to
the cylindrical surfaces of the end cap, Two possible methods now being

studied are vapor deposition, aud surface deposition by gaseous decomposition of

copper acetyl acetonate, Offslte development of these two processes iu being

pursued o

, Autoclave

,,_ontamlnation of Fuels In An Autoclave Failure

Three groups of coextruded I&E fuel elements were submitted to Testing
Methods for measurement of surface uranium contamination by the alpha
detector.

Group A consisted of I0 fuel elements which had been part of a loading in
which a failure occurredo These were cleaned in water and nitric acid

prior to testing. Group B consisted of i0 autoclaved fuels in which no

failure occurred, and Group C consis=ed of I0 unautoclaved fuels. Surface
contamination was indicated on one of Group A and one of Group C. The

element from Group A was washed with water_ dried and retested and no
contamination was detected_ The element from Group C was cleaned with

nitric acid, retested and gave no indication of contamination.

Although this represents the first application of this tester to prototyplc
fuel elements, the fact that ordinary cleaning method was adequate for de-

contamination is encouraging° Additional tests are planned to evaluate

decontamination requirements for autoclave rupture fuels having different

degrees of oxide layer when exposed to the uranium contamination.



TESTING F_THODS ENGINEERING

N Fuel Testln_5

Performance of the external bond testers has been improved 'through the use of
fifteen megacycle Lithium Sulphate transducers rather than the twenty-f lye

megacycle Quartz transducers previously used. The new transducers generate a

wedge shaped beam, with a three-elghths inch focal length, oriented so ss to
intercept the fuel element surface along a line parallel with the longitudinal

axis of the element_. The rectangular piezoelectric elements measure three-

sixteenths by three '_hirty-seconds of sn inch.

T Evaluation studies have shown the new transducer capable of resolving known un-

_:I bond defects_ (mode by l.esving one mil].i_eter square p_tches of oxide on s fuel

core and then pressure bonding it in t_zirconium sleeve) which have not been._' !uste simi].or

detcctsb].e with other cqu,pr,en,...Steps i_c,vc been initiated to eva

transducers for the intc_'n',lbond tc,st.

'l Recent difficulties with the cladding thickness test were corrected with the

installation of new eddy current coils in the test probes. Other dlscrepsncles_

however, appear to be creeping into the internal cladding thickness test data... _ -c, + d_,_ to wear of the internal
These are believed to be a result of misr!i,::,nm.._] .......

probes and should be corrected wit], ])rol,edes'i._,_r,.,_djficntion_nov be:il)gmode.

"] The incidence of cap-clad closure defects continues to be unexpectedly low. As

defects in the cap-core braze are very infrequent, special emphasis is being

made to ensure that this test is operated _lith adequate sensitivity.

No solution has been found to the problem of nondestructively sesre5 stlng weak

cap-to-core bonds. Laboratory attempts are being made to differentiate weak
bonds by super-lmposing on the high frequency _fLtrssonic beam normally used, sn

intense_ low frequency acoustic _sve. It is hoped that the bond interface
stresses crested by the low frequency _sves will cause weak bond distortions of

sufficient amplitude to produce mea sttr.able effects on the high frequency _ve.

:_ Ultrasonic inspection of outer zirconium components have shown the technique

i_ capable of detecting large grain size variations. As special extrusions h_ve
demonstrated the adverse effects that large zirconium grains may produce, adaption

_I of this test as a regular inspection step is being pursued. Data is now beingobtained to demonstrate that the test is also valid for inner tube geometries.

!_ Surface Contamination Inspection
For the first time actual uranium s_rface contamination has been det_,cted on

il extruded fuel. Four elements in one group of thirty coex'truded I&E fuel were

found with uranium surface contamination. Roughly twenty mlcrogrsms of uranium

were detected on two which had been in sn autoclave test in wl%ich a fuel element

had rupttu'ed; approximately forty mlcrogrsms were found on the remaining two

i|
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which had not been autoclaved. In each case the contamination was easily removed

by cleaning.

Improved light pipes are presently being installed in the equioment. Upon com-
. pletion of this work it will be installed in the 333 facillty.

UT-4 ProJec_tt

The second production model UT-h station has been delivered to the 313 facility.
This unit, along with the first unit delivered, will be put in service as soon
as installation is complete° Two additional stations are scheduled for delivery
durlng the first week In February. The prototype unit, which was delivered to the
pilot plant facility early in the month, has been operational for about two weeks.

No significant operating difficulties have as yet been encountered. The internal
probe continues to be a potential trouble spot_ however, as several internal trans-
ducers have failed after limited use. Recent i_Eorovementsin transducer fab-
ricating techniques appear to have corrected the problem.

Preparation of preliminary UT-4 maintenance and operating instructions has been
initiated and will be ready for use at the time the equipment is phased into
production llne use. Familiarization classes have been _nducted for instrument
men and englneers.

Remote Fuel Inspecti0n DeveloPm_e_n__t

A series of bond mapping studies were made on twenty over-bore fuel elements
(before attachment of self-support rails) which will be again bond tested after
reactor irradlatlon. These tests showed that the length of the water path be-
tween transducer and fuel element surface influences the information plotted on

the maps. Optimum results were obtained with a fifteen megacycle,three-fourths
, .inch diameter Lithium Sulpha e transducer with a two-lnch water path. This

experimental arrangement will be duplicated for the post-irradlation measurements.

Laboratory attempts to develop ultrasonic methods of measuring the zirconium
clad thickness of N fuels have received encouraging results. Using exceptlonally
fast rise-time circultry,echo pulses arising f:r_omthe zlrconlum-uranium interface
have been isolated on samples on which the 0.020 l_,chthick clad is known to
be well-bonded to the uranium. After these weak signals sre successfully amp-
lified to usable amplitudes, f,_rtherdevelopment _ork will be alinedat producing

" readout systems capable o_ measuring and reading out the extremely short time
variations which the echo sigmal u_:dergoeswith small :lsdding thickness variations.

Beneficial use of the 105 KE nondestructive testing equipment is placed at June,
1962. Equipment orders have been issued; fabrication of the mechanical and
electronic portions of the equipment will commence the latter part of February.

_I Preferred Orientation StudiesUltrasonic velocity measurements in extruded uranium are continuing. Tests have
confirmed that beta heat treatment increases the ultrasonic velocity of propagation

1_
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by about three percent. A recent test of five supposedly as-extruded samples
revealed two which _ere characteristic of beta uranium. X-ray diffractions and
metallographlc studies suggest that these particular samples had, in fact, been
beta heat treated.

" Further investigations are being made to determine whether this principle can be
reliably applied as a nondestructive method of assuring beta transformation
of N fuel.

Hydride De,tectionin Zirconium

- Continuing attempts to correlate the absorption of twenty to sixty megacycle ultra-

sonic waves with zirconium hydriding ?ave been unsuccessful. More encouraging resul_
sre being obtained, ho_ever_ with internal friction measurements at much lower
frequencies. With this principle the mechanical "Q" of the metal is measured by
forcing it into oscillation at frequencies near its natural modes. After removal

W_ of the driving force_ (which is around one megecycle for N process tubes) the
logarithmic decay of the oscillations is ob_ervedo A section of tube containing

_I 8 pstch of hydrided metal at 5000 ppm hydrogen is found to exhibit s logarithmic
_i decay roughly twice that of normal zirconium. That is, energy decays in the
_ hydrlded metal at roughly twice the r_te that it does in normal metal. The same

_ effect is observed in coupon samples containing 50 and 500 ppm hydrogen.

D
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_uality Certification Program Report_

As part of the Quality Certificatlon Pr°gram, the dimensional instability and

• warp characteristics of regular production fuel has been studied. The items
of interest contained in I{W-72B_2, "Fuel Element StatiStics from the Quality

Certification Program," by Lo T. Hagle, et al, dated January 16, 1962, are as
• follows :

1. Fuel quallty, as measured by these statistics, is highly variable with
time.

2. A ra1_k correlation coefficient of .80 has been determined between warp

and percent hot-spots on normal production fuel.

3. Since May 1960 a dramatic but unexplained reduction in warp has been
observed.

4. Post-irradiation AOD 2 is about four mils larger on the average than

AOD 1 and A0D 3. Thus, fuel elements tend to swell in the middle caus-
ing a barrel sl_ped profile.

5. A decrease in total porosity as measured by total bond co_It has been
observed over the period.

NPR Data Collection System

Believing an integrated data collection for NPR fuels is on_ of the most urgently

needed programs before FPD at the present time, a special study was undertaken to

define the type and scope of such a system. A punched card system with sufficient

capacity to expand or contract with the needs of the business appeared to be the
solution. The details are reported in HW-72431, Data System for NPR _h_els_"

by Lo T. Hagie, January 25, 1962.

In using IBM forms in the 333 and 313 Buildings, operator cooperation is required
to achieve the best accuracy. General educational meetings utilizing visual aids

were held with operation and inspection personnel for this purpose.

Billet Grain Size Characterization

" At the request of Quality Control, an analytical method for characterizing traces

from the billet ultrasonic grain size tester was developed. This system permits

the numerical comparison of various billets with respect to average, variability,

and degree of grain size coarseness occurring on one end° This system is described
in a letter to A. C. Barkoff from L. T. Hagie, dated January ll, 1962.

Chemical Com_osi'tion of N-Billets

!Jl Frequency distributions of 19 chemical elements in over 1500 NPR billets were
prepared and reported in a letter dated January 22, 1962 from L. T. Hagie and

i,_ G.L. Hammons to F. W. }O_ight. In addition, all inspection information received

from NL0 in card form is summarized.

....... i il_Tu .
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Unfortunately, due to the process changes which occurred during the fabrica-
tion of these ingots, the distributions may not be indicative of currentJ

production.

Acting Manager, Engineering

JT Stringer :msw
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FINANCIAL OIrERATION

JANUARy19622

Preparation of the FY 1964 and revision of the FY 1963 budget is in process.
The budget is scheduled for completion by March 15, 1962.

Several additional case studies of NPR fuel cost were prepared, outlining
' cost estimates for different reactor startup dates o The results of the

studies, together with personnel and production estimates provided by the
Mauufacturing Section, were reviewed in exploring possible Department
operating plans.

Several significant modifications were effected _in reporting techniques.
Use of both equivalent production unit costs calculation and incremental
pr6jection costing is scheduled for January reporting. A revised format
for the production cost report was developed and will be used in reporting
january Department unit cost performance. Arrangements have been made to

| _rovide detail information to Coextrusion Process management concerning the

cost of essential material in which a defect turns up after starting through
process (but before extrusion). The material consists for the most part of

| copper elements. ,

Unitization of Project CAF 847, New F_el CLadding _cility, 333 Building, has
been started. The facilities, completed last month, are to be booked to
Coextrusion Production accounts es_abllshed for this purpose. Depreciation
accruals of about $30,000 were made during January. Final costs will be
transferred to the Plant & Equipment in Se_ice accounts as soon as the

i figures become available.
mm

Projects CAF 894, Increased Compressed Air Capacity and CAF 915, Increased
Storage Space - 303 Area are also being unitized. The work is essentially
complete and a draft of the unitization is being prepared.

The final report on the physical _nventory of uninstalled property has been
issued_ Four items valued at $741 w_ll be written off and 47 items valued

at $30,951 (reserve of $10,065) wil/ be picked up on a non-fund adjustment.
The 47 items picked up resulted primarily from capitalization of prototype
equipment.

. Several Special Equipment Budgets for FT 1964 and Revision of FY 1963 have
been prepared for submittal to the controlling components. These include
the Automotive and Heavy Mobile Equipment, Photographic Equipment_ Radio
and Audio-Visual Equipment and Office Eq?Aipment. The Automatic Data
Processing EqUipment, Equipment Not Lncluded in Construction Projects s2d
Plant Acquisition and Construction Budgets are currently being prepared and
will be submitted as required.

UNCLASSIFIED
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Travel costs for January amounted to $4,000 covering eight business trips
and movement of one employee. A summary of these costs and associated
days in travel status is shown below:

• Amount _D_ysTLS__

Regular Business $2 550 36
" Transfer of Personnel 384 22

Interim Living 198 15
Movement of Personal _fects 568
Insurance on Prior Moves 30_____22 __.--

002 73

While there were no expenditures for professional and trade society meetings
or offsite courses, there are con_nitmentsof $390 and $240 respectively for
trips in these categories.

' A summary was prepared for Department Management covering various aspects
of benefit plans and other useftL1information iu the preparation of employees'

- personal income tax returns°

Six suggestions were approved and three cost improvement proposals accepted

during January with savings of $1,093 and $51_88C respectively. The total
of these $52,973, is 6% of the $900_000 CY i962 cost improvement goal. Two

= cost improvement proposals with estimated savings of $3-1,619are under
evaluation.

u

As a part of the cost improvement promotional program, signs reading "Waste
is Costly" have been painted on all 300 Area load lugger trash containers.
This promotional effort _!ll be publicized in s_uearly e_ition of the Works
News°

Computation of the January production forecast in parallel by EDP and manual
means has revealed certain programming deficiencies, which resulted in fore-
cast overproduction of certain models° Thesedeficiencies are relatively
minor and are being corrected.

H00-AEC will commence an appraisal of the HAPO records management program
on February 13, 1962o FPD records will be rewLewed February 28, 1962.

1
_

No reports of unusual significance were issued during the month.

" The Financial Section had no security violations during January.

Manager- Finance

WS Roe :mh
UNCLASSIFIED
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PLANT FACII_ 01_RA_ION

JANU,.ARY1962

None.

" II. AC_ZEV_TS

A. Statistics

i. Utilities Jau. Dec.

Average steam generated !_ ib,',lhr) iii 3..04
Maximum steam generated _ Ibs/hr) 168 156

_- Total stems generated (M Ibs) 8a,785 77,146
-; Coal consumed (t_ms) 4,044.15 3,717.84
t

Evaporation rate (stem_/#coal) 10.23 i0 37
Efficiency- Actual 69.2 65.8

• Efficiency - Theoretical 76.4 74.3
No. of Boilers on: 3 2 3 4 3 2 3
Date of Change : 7 8 18 25 26 28
Sanitary•water from 3000 Area (M Gala,) 171.36 153.39.
Total water from 3000 Area (Avg.Rate GPM) 3,839 3,436

_ Total water from #3 & _ wells (M Gala. ) 12.40 12.37
Total water from #2 weil (M lGals) "3 0 "30

Peak water consumption for 24 hours (M Gals. ) 6.1 5.5

The maximum steam load of 168,000 Ibs/hr is the higj_estever expe-
rienced in the 300 Area. This load was 88 l_r cent of the rated

capacity of the boilers and wo_Id h_-2 been 53 per cent over the
= rated capacity of the 300 Area pow?rhouse if the No. 6 Boiler

were not available for se_rice.

B. Operatlmg Experience

No great difficulty _s experienced in,meeting the heavy demand for
steam during the peak period with the steam pressures st the out-

- lylmg b_ildlmgs dropping as expected. During the high load period
• the emergency .turbo-generator_.s operated to gather data on the

unit and steam pressure at various points of tl_ distribution sys-
_ tem. Generator loadlngs up "to800 KW were achieved without diffi-

, culty but the last increment to 900 !A_g_as ha_ to achieve due to

U_ZLASS_IED
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reduced steam prems'_r_at ta.-'.,turbine t.....,_ti......Daring s same.
period the we_t export,steam flow meter exc=_edeaits full scale
range of 75_000 Ibs/hr, T_!s co'_!_have teen r.-'.lievedbut, in so

_%w %_-_d "l °_oing, _,_ north expcrt _team flow _tmr wcild have......... e._its
• range by a for gre.at_ramount. A 6O_tOO ll,/hr_._rificepiat,eto

increase the range of that meter im cn .hs,udbat its in_;tallat,ion
requlz_s a complete steam outage of'_.heaut,t_c!a.ves,in bor_,,the

._.. _.:._elocated down-- 333 and _i3 Buil_ing_ as there,is no _ut.-off ....,"
stream. The routing of %.he_506o306ABuilding steam supp]_"through
the nom_,hexport,line would al_:.ore,_,L,'_eth_ steam drum pressure on
z.heNo o 6 Boiler at.blgh Ioa..._:o",ditlcne. Tr-eonl,vapparent dis-
advantage would be that filming amine wou?_ not be.fed to 306-306A

o_" _ injectionfor _hort p_ric_s of time during peak p,._..od.._unless
station_ _:_.eprovi_e._.

The a_h _lulce _raz._,portllne b.-.-,__.,,a_._pl_gge,_,on ja_uaaryI, 1962
and _._ flnal1¥ '_learedby alternate ....._-"_ _ _ _,e_=uzg.__£of ilne _,t_ comp_.._',
air ar.dw_er, The _.pe_.,ificca.u._._eof _,hetzouole I._.no_ .._c':,_.

Oni¥ Wa._hlngtonCo,,_l,:_sa_._a!.l_2._!e._urlng -m'_w_ek-end of operation

i and a.ga1._demon_'trate,.4I%_ generally uu_atlsfacz.or7ckar_cteri_,tics
as w_ll a__the _',fb,_,_t_n_s,rd_.__.i_,l,._ncf the a_h _,_aiclngarea_

c_rr_,._,ir_ actionA ,_a-_ .%

can be taken.rY_rlnggraveyard #_'Afton ,..az._a_y_ _.... ,..,;c:_ the pc_.rho,_e feed water

pre_._uredrcppe.S,off due i.-_ in_!llty of _he mo'_ordriven
boiler feed pump to deliver _aff_..x,._ntro!.,ar_eand pre6s,/re. The

i sec.,n_,c_ turb_me._drivenpt_o.._ imm/._,_i&tely,put in%o £ervice to
supple_nt the flr_ but the %%_.erlevel in the No. 6 Boiler w_s
so lo_ that th,_-fire "_e kl....._ in be!.., tc prevent,possible
damage° _"_....= _._,.%.4"" _,a pi._h._up on N;i_b-'_r_:L _._ ,,=I.o!.ler_and the

_x,r.:i.._.the:pc_,r"-c,_._._,r_,_ined normal. Aftersteam heaJer press}:_e _ " _ .......
fee._<_tar pre_._uz_":_%_.-:_-',";,ored_.::.d.uc,z_,ai_._z_rl._.v_.lreturned to
Noo 6 Boil.er::_ir_Lgof +_.':',u_.,._'.,n--,.:_..-_.:._._ne_ A1 ......._gh i:,ne__s
been no po_itlv,_,c.aue.ee:_t,a.bli_he__",""2" ir-::i_e.n.:pre!imln_ry

_

investigation £n:5_::a't,a_.tLa% ther:._e_.:t:-'t,._a margins.],co,i_itionin• '-',-#..ae_.'.:_tr;_relev_,_._iona,bove- rc:spect _o _3'_p _:'_.,'.V,,_,OnI_:.:'5._._'c_T'_,',,.:......-;

J the,pump a,ndpo:_rlblep_e_._.,,_r_.,drop .in_'.uc:d.onpiping ,;au.,_..-_"" th2
hot fee_ _ter to flasn to steam,ix_".-,hep,mnp_.

i An electrical oatag__.o¢-c'_z_r_._in the 3_5 __.,'_iidingwhen electrzcal, maintenance ",._ve_tlringa n_.-_"circuit under "hot" conditions,.
| Se_-_rlce_.s re__'.to'-_Zt.onorm_l wlilt:In13 _:._n',20e_and no apparent
Jm-m
mm

|
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. t_is type of work are.being re-damage resulted Procedures for
viewed and _-IIibe complied with to prevent a recurrence of such
an incident in the future° Th._ primary cause of the entire build-
ing outage was failure of t_ m_b-feedar breaker to function

. properly.

Revision and cleaning of the north°proc.e_6pond is scheduled to
be complete February 2. Work _s m_l._up for a _ek during the
extreme cold _.ather experienced about the middle of January.

t _ oThe south pond is filling rapii.>. Tie ncrfihleanhlng trench
from the sanitary s_.p'tlctaa2_,i_,a.L_cfill,lngand flow will be
diverted to the south trench.

The bearings on _ne _in_er r_tu___,f_n.c,ft_ No. 6 Boiler were
changed out january 4 by op_ratlng +_ "__._i_at reduced lo_d
The heat slinger fan _6 also rein._ta!!-.-.diu i_s proper position.

A total of 1,335 r_dlatlon dete_tIcn iu_traments were repaired
in the Portable Shop during jar/_ry. _nis is a new high for
the shop.

During periods of high winds_ difft?.ultyi_ experienced in
maintaining prolw_rzone air pre_'_:_'_differential on the first
floor of the PlutonD._ Fs;bri_.atlonP_.ct Piaz,t. _'" _._zisb_Ailding
is not " "equippe_ wi_h 8utomatic zor_'_pr_s_ur_ _ontrol.

Quarter inch Pol_,.-inylCLloride _''__.._-cell sponge is being used
as gas_.t material _t,h _tainl.e_s_t_e i._c_ork flar_ge_. This
m_terial ha_ ths a_vantage,_of gre.a_,_rcorrosion resistance,
greater compressibility ch_ra_teri_',i.__ anl is consIdermbly
cheaper than neopreue_

C. Equipment Experience

A supply uni_ circ'_!_breaker fal_ _,r,+,_-___ _,_....32_ Puilding during
change of equipm_nt "__"_..... Tb:-.-_a._r_.._._,..... t..... ;onta_t po.rutshad
fused together.

_e acid mixing t"a_kat bh& _.q4_ ._l..]iz_,h_._,been leaking.
_"....."_:;..... thePlant Engineering is _u,.e:,,_g_,i.__ _c%_._Itio:_of a new

tank with better d_ability.

The use of a soni_ _-_.__*_"_"" b_.-,o . t.':._, fcanlug action _
" Redox concent-._tor_i_.being *_._-_"_-._..,-,lr _""_,._.,,3.-'"1Building. A

special piping ass.z,_iy :,_',.u_ fabricated for the te_t.
The operator will be.r_.@'alr_-to ",=_-_.:.......ear I::!'._,_and ear muffs.
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Considerable unexplained equipment failures in Building 3705 re-.

quired a complete inspection of transformers_ service panels,
neutral and ground cir_uiteo The cause of the failures is still
undetermined.

• D. Inventions and Improved Methods

All personnel in the Operatio_ e:ogaged_I "workwhich might leadP

to invention_ end/or di_c,_,ie_ advised tk_t, 'tothe.best of
their knowle_dge_none _re _de I_ Ci_ _ourse of their work

_._ during the month of January._11562.

li E. Cost and Savings

Two Cost Improvement items totalling $ii_180 and suggestions of
$244 were approved to start t_ Section _'_llon its By toward

• __.i.total z_pre6ents about i0the CY-1962 goal of $II_0C_) _::"
per cent of 'thegoal@

F. Status of Projects and Major job6

Replacement of Breeching DamPer and Draft Gages - Field progress
is approximate_ _8 .pere_nt c_ompi,_.te_'±threcalibration and
scale changeout scheduled d_ring _.'e'o_o

Modification of Nco 1 IoDo Fan - Original scope of work ie com-

plete _ith additional work continuing on am installed emergency

11 back-up oll pump°
384 Building Maintenance Sh,cp.-.Lu_talla_ionof equipment by
maintenance personnel i_ rm._er_y.

Monumenting Burial Croun_]¢r"_C;,:;Ar_, - The bi.,'1, pack_ge will be
to coz:_._ractorE_ ""_" "_ " l'_-_I_. _-,..'.... _.._ _,., , •

Air Dryer 'Installation,,?,.P%BuIZ_ir,g - F_rc_,e Orders have been
_...%. _ "o. 't

T r" i-.f forZ* rch 96S.

!_ Modification of'N:;.6 San.'.t_,-_,"Wat_.rPt_ - Work.is proceeding on

the new support,ba_e_ for th_ _:ng_.ne.driver for No° 6 p_p.

Auxiliary Instr_nen_ Panel,t 3_ _'xi,.ffing- Design i_ 60 per cent
complete-wlth _ompletion sch_dul_d for H_roh 15._1962° Purchase
Orders have been placed for all eq'aip_ment.

!l"
_|
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Considerable unexplained equip_en_ failures in Building 3705 re-
quired a complete ir._pectionof transformers, service panels,
neutral and,ground cir_uit_. The cause of the failure_ is still
undetermined.

D. Inventions and Improved Method_

. All personnel in the Operat!oz.e_gaged _n "workwhich might lead
to inventions and/or di_cverie_ advi_ed tb_t_ to the best of
their knowledge, none weze _m,da_u th_ course of their work

196_during the month of January_ . _.

E. Cost and Savings

Two Cost Improvement items totalling $11.180 and suggestions of
$244 were approved to start th_ Sec_,i_n'_.iion its way to, td
the CY-1962 goal of $i15_000. T,__i6total xmpresents about lC
per cent of the goalo

F. Status of Projects and Major Cob_

Replacement of Breeching Damper and Draft Gages - Field progress
is approximately 98 per cent.complete "_ithrecalibrs.tionand
scale changeout schedule,,id_ring Febru_ryo

Modification of No° 1 IoDo Fan - 01"_iginal_cope of work is com-
plete _l-_._ditional work continulug cn an installed emergency
back-up oll pump°

384 Building Maintenance Shop ,-lu_tall_ion of equip_.nt by
maintenance personnel i_ under wmy.

Monumenting Burial _'_ro_:, i_C_LArea - T]'_'bidpac_ge _ll be

=

Air Dryer Instal]_tioz.;3_ _:_d.l_tng,- ._rc_e Orders have been

Modification of No,.6 _At_j" Wa't,_.r_ - Work.is proceeding on
the new support base_ for th_ e:ng]ns,dr.'.,.,rfor No. 6 pump.

Auxilia_ Instrument Panel_ 3_ Fuil:lin_,-.Design is 60 per cent
complete with completion sc._du!a'dfor N_,rch15, 196°-. _rchase
Orders have been placed _-orall eq_ipme._t.

-
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New Water Distillation Facility,.3706 Building- Equipment expected
in January is now scheduled to arrive on site February 6, 1962.
Further investigation indicated the need for a demineralizlng sys-
tem to be installed ahead of the wat,er still. Additional funds were

• approved and procurement is under _y.

R_eefrlgeratedAir Conditioning_ 3717-B Buildin_ - Design is 50 per
- cent complete with the placing,of Purchase Orders scheduled early

in February.

Major Studies

Work Sampling_ CY-1962 - Work was started January 4 and is expected
'ii to_-c0n-tinueinto February° Acceptance in the field has been good.

ii 300 Area Emergency Power- Englneerlng study indleates Justifica-
_L tion for the purchase of a new 1500 KVA diesel generator to be

added to the emergency po'_.r sys_emo

i!1 300 Area Master Plan Project- The rough draft,of this report has
been issued for re_-lewa-_-_omment_o The.final draft _ill be

1 issued as soon a_ these are received for incorporation in the
•{ report.
-I

:1 G. Significant Reports Issued

)I Proposed expansion of Standarde Service°

_! Preliminary Repo_,, FPD Facility H_ster Plan_ 300 Area.
q
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-I III. PERSONNEL

_! A. Safety_ Security and Radiation E_x_rience
.!

Medical Treatment Injuries 28Frequency Rate 6.41
_ Disabling Injuries 0
, Serious Accidents 0

_i Security Violations 0
-- Radiation Incidents 0
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_C I_SSI__IED HW-72556

III. PERSONNEL

B. Meetings

Round Table-Staff 21

Safety and Security 20
Informatlon 7
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! Plant Facilitie_ Operation

_ E. Hilgemsm:RTM:mkm
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